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A b stra c t
The work in this thesis was largely motivated by the aim of producing computer 
libraries of finite soluble primitive permutation groups with metacyclic point sta­
bilizers. A classical result of Galois reduces the problem to that of determining 
all metacyclic irreducible linear groups over finite prime fields. The central topic 
of this thesis is a description of a theoretical approach to the problem for groups 
of odd order.
The first part of the thesis is devoted to the determination of the abstract iso­
morphism types of metacyclic groups of odd order. We propose (four-generator) 
presentations for such groups and obtain a practical solution of the isomorphism 
problem for these presentations. We then proceed to investigate faithful irre­
ducible representations of metacyclic groups of odd order. We discuss a natural 
correspondence between faithful irreducible representations of such a group and 
irreducible representations of the centre of the Fitting subgroup with core-free 
kernel. This produces, in principle, a solution of the linear isomorphism problem 
for metacyclic irreducible linear groups of odd order. We also attempt by a di­
rect approach to determine, up to linear isomorphism, metacyclic primitive linear 
groups of arbitrary order over finite fields.
It is expected that the results we obtained will provide a theoretical basis for 
a practical algorithm to list representatives of the linear isomorphism types of 
odd order metacyclic irreducible linear groups over finite fields.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 M otiva tion  and con ten ts o f  th e  th esis
Groups given by finite presentations in terms of ‘generators’ and ‘defining rela­
tions’ are often investigated by computing their ‘small’ finite quotients [see, for 
example, Holt and Rees (1991).] To facilitate this, it is useful to have available 
lists, perhaps in the form of computer libraries, of ‘small’ finite groups. One 
such library was prepared by Holt and Plesken (1989); it contains almost all 
perfect groups of order less than 106. Another, due to Short (1990), gives all 
soluble primitive permutation groups of degree less than 28. The work reported 
in this thesis was largely motivated by the long-term aim of producing libraries 
of another accessible kind of group, namely finite soluble primitive permutation 
groups with metacyclic point stabilizers. More ambitiously, instead of making 
lists of such groups up to a certain size once and for all, one would like to have 
an algorithm for generating such lists up to limits set interactively according to 
the applications envisaged and the resourses available.
Permutation isomorphism types of finite soluble primitive permutation groups 
with metacyclic point stabilizers are in one-to-one correspondence with linear 
isomorphism types of finite metacyclic irreducible linear groups over finite prime 
fields. Before practical algorithms of the kind indicated above can be contem-
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plated, we need to improve our understanding of these linear groups. In this 
thesis we explore this problem at a theoretical level, with a view to turning to 
algorithmic issues at a later stage.
Chapter 2 presents some necessary general background; along with Section 1.3, 
it establishes most of the terminology and notation used in the thesis. Chapter 3 
and Chapter 4 form the main body of the thesis. They are concerned with the 
theory of presentations and representation theory of metacyclic groups of odd 
order. The results developed in these two chapters form a theoretical description 
of our motivating problem.
In Chapter 3 we consider isomorphism types of finite metacyclic groups. The 
traditional setting for any discussion of (finite) metacyclic groups is provided by 
metacyclic presentations. Namely, each finite metacyclic group has presentations 
of the form
( a, b I am = b \ bn = 1, a_1ba = br )
(with positive integers ra ,n ,r, s), and each group defined by such a presentation 
is finite and metacyclic. There are two problems with this approach. One is that 
the order of the group so defined is not necessarily mn. This is a special case of 
a problem for all polycyclic presentations. We call a metacyclic presentation of 
the above kind consistent if the order of the group defined is mn. In terms of the 
parameters, this is the case if and only if n | rm — 1 and n | s(r—1). There is an 
algorithm which, given a polycyclic presentation, produces a consistent polycyclic 
presentation. This algorithm applied to a metacyclic presentation produces a 
consistent metacyclic presentation. The other problem is to decide whether two 
such presentations define isomorphic groups or not. The outstanding issue is to 
have an efficient algorithm for making this decision.
The first step towards the solution of this isomorphism problem is traditional: 
one tries to choose a class of ‘special presentations’ in which each isomorphism 
type of metacyclic groups has precisely one representative. The second step is 
to supplement the first step by an efficient algorithm for computing the special
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presentation of a metacyclic group. Given any two metacyclic presentations, one 
can use the algorithm to compute a special presentation for each in turn: the two 
metacyclic presentations define isomorphic groups if and only if the two special 
presentations are identical. This is the form in which solutions of the isomorphism 
problem axe envisaged.
We propose presentations of a certain form for metacyclic groups of odd order, 
which axe called standard presentations in this thesis. Note that the standard 
presentations are not metacyclic presentations in the above sense. We also provide 
a practiced solution of the isomorphism problem for presentations of this special 
kind [see Theorem 3.5.4]. This investigation enables us to list representatives of 
the isomorphism types of metacyclic groups of odd order in terms of standard 
presentations. The second step for metacyclic groups of odd order now amounts to 
having an algorithm which produces a standard metacyclic presentation from an 
arbitrary consistent metacyclic presentation for odd order. There is no question 
that such algorithms exist; the issue is to find one that is reasonably efficient. We 
hope that our discussion have clarified theoretical matters in sufficient detail. On 
the other hand, the second step is not needed for tasks like counting the number of 
isomorphism types of metacyclic groups of any given order or generating computer 
libraries of the kind envisaged above. In view of our motivation, we do not pursue 
that second step in this thesis.
Apart from basic generalities, the literature usually deals with groups of prime- 
power order. The isomorphism types of metacyclic p-groups have been determined 
by several authors. The odd prime-power order case is relatively easy; it will suit 
us to give a concise treatment of it in detail [see Section 3.1]. (For 2-groups, the 
situation is rather more complicated, but the problem has been solved by several 
authors; see, for example, Newman and Xu (1990).)
Once we have studied the theory of abstract metacyclic groups of odd order 
in sufficient detail, we proceed to investigate faithful irreducible representations 
of such groups. Chapter 4 is devoted to this subject. Most of the work in this
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chapter is done without restriction to the characteristic of the ground field, but 
difficulties relating to Schur indices intrude in some parts and to avoid these we 
then restrict attention to fields of nonzero characteristic. This restriction does no 
harm, given that our aim is to deal with metacyclic irreducible linear groups over 
finite fields. These linear groups are then the images of the representations so 
studied. The remaining problem is to decide when two such images are linearly 
isomorphic, that is, conjugate in the relevant general linear group. Of course 
conjugacy is not a question until abstract isomorphism is assured but equivalence 
of representations is denied, and then we are deeding with the conjugacy of images 
of the various faithful irreducible representations of one group, one representation 
from each equivalence class.
Two listing problems are envisaged in Chapter 4. One is to list the equivalence 
types of faithful irreducible representations of a given metacyclic group of odd 
order, and the other is to list the conjugacy classes of metacyclic irreducible 
subgroups of the general linear groups. The correspondence theorem established 
in Section 4.4 reduces the first problem to a corresponding problem for an abelian 
characteristic subgroup, namely the centre of the Fitting subgroup. This yields, 
in principle, a solution of the conjugacy problem.
In Chapter 5 an attempt is made to determine, up to conjugacy, all metacyclic 
primitive subgroups of GL(n,pk). There exists a metacyclic subgroup (namely, 
the normalizer of a cyclic irreducible subgroup of order p1™—1 of GL(n,pk) ) which 
contains a conjugate of each metacyclic primitive subgroup of GL(n,pk). The 
problem may be solved by discussing the GL(n,pk)-conjugacy of the subgroups 
of this subgroup. We give an explicit solution for odd prime-power degree. This 
supplements the result of Chapter 4 of Short (1990).
We conclude the thesis with some comments on possible future developments 
for algorithmic problems.
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1.2 A n  in trod u ction  to  m etacyclic  groups
A metacyclic group is a group G which has a cyclic normal subgroup K  such 
that G /K  is also cyclic. We shall usually deed with finite metacyclic groups 
in this thesis; to avoid repeated use of the adjective ‘finite’, by a metacyclic 
group we shall mean a finite metacyclic group. Subgroups and quotient groups of 
metacyclic groups are also metacyclic. Some special classes of metacyclic groups 
can be found in Beyl (1972) and Chapter 1 of Coxeter and Moser (1957).
We note that there is different terminology in the literature. Some authors of­
ten replace the term by bycyclic, which is also used for groups which are products 
of two cyclic subgroups (not necessarily normal). Other authors use the term 
‘metacyclic’ in a different sense, namely for groups with both the commutator 
subgroup and the commutator quotient group cyclic; see, for example, Zassen- 
haus (1958, p. 174) or Hall (1959, p. 146).
Metacyclic groups axe usually presented on two generators with three defining 
relations. In fact, each metacyclic group has presentations of the form
( x , y  I xm = y ',  yn =  1, x~lyx = yr )
with the numerical conditions
0 < m ,n, rm = 1 mod n, s(r— 1) =  0 mod n.
Conversely, any group defined by such a presentation is a metacyclic group of 
order m n. This characterization is well known and found severed times in the 
literature; for example, as Theorem 7.21 in Zassenhaus (1958, p. 129).
Basmaji (1969) attempted to give a partial answer for the isomorphism prob­
lem for these presentations. Most of the literature of metacyclic groups concerns 
the classification of metacyclic groups of prime power order, or more simply meta­
cyclic p-groups. Various classifications for metacyclic p-groups may be found in 
Lindenberg (1970a, 1970b, 1971), Beyl (1972), King (1973), Newman and Xu 
(1988, 1990), and Redei (1989).
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In his series of papers, Lindenberg gave a classification for metacyclic p- 
groups by analysing the subgroup lattices in great detail. He divided those 
groups into four classes: split-modular, nonsplit-modular, split-nonmodular and 
nonsplit-nonmodular groups. (In the last case, his claim concerning the num­
ber of such groups was wrong. He counted some groups twice when n > 4 [see 
Lindenberg (1971)]. The corrected number is (n2—6n+12)/4 if n =  0 mod 2, or 
(n2—6n-|-13)/4 otherwise.) The treatment in Beyl (1972) is based on cohomology 
methods. He obtained a classification theorem for metacyclic p-groups by study­
ing ‘weak congruence classes of metacyclic maximal kernel extensions’. King 
(1973) derived his result mainly by manipulation of the usual metacyclic presen­
tations and by group theoretic considerations. Newman and Xu (1990) pointed 
out that King’s result contained some mistakes, which can easily be corrected. 
Very recently Newman and Xu (1988, 1990) have developed a new approach to 
metacyclic p-groups suggested by the p-group generation algorithm [see Newman 
(1977) and O’Brien (1990) for details of the p-group generation algorithm]. They 
give a complete determination of metacyclic p-groups. Redei (1989) also gives a 
list of presentations for metacyclic p-groups in his book. Redei’s result and the 
corrected results of Lindenberg and King coincide with the Newman-Xu result.
The understanding of the structure of subgroup lattices may be useful for the 
study of metacyclic groups (our approach in this thesis is independent of the study 
of subgroup lattices). A group is modular if it has a modular subgroup lattice. 
Such groups were determined by Iwasawa [see Suzuki (1956)]. Characterizations 
of modular metacyclic p-groups are shown in Gerhards (1970), Lindenberg (1971) 
and King (1973); the non-Hamiltonian modular metacyclic groups are exactly the 
class of ‘ordinary’ metacyclic groups in King (1973). A lattice-isomorphism of 
the subgroup lattice of a group G onto that of a group H is called a projectivity 
of G onto H. Projectivities of modular groups were studied in Baer (1944) and 
Jones (1945). Every non-Hamiltonian modular finite p-group has a projectivity 
induced by a ‘crossed isomorphism’ onto an abelian group. This result make it
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possible to determine the subgroup lattices of non-Hamiltonian modular finite 
p-groups. The structure of subgroup lattices of nonmodular metacyclic p-groups 
was also studied in Lindenberg (1971).
1.3 T erm inology and n o ta tio n
In this section we set up some general conventions and notation, which will be 
used frequently in this thesis. Some basic terminology is also defined.
Throughout this thesis actions of groups and most algebraic maps such as 
automorphisms, homomorphisms and isomorphisms are usually written as right 
operators. If g and h cure elements of a group, the conjugate h~lgh is denoted 
by gh.
Let m  and n be positive integers and p a prime number. Let 7r(m) denote 
the set of all prime divisors of m; let m(p) denote the largest integer i such that 
p* divides m. Define
\m mod n\ := min{t € Z : i > 0, m* =  1 mod n},
the multiplicative order of m modulo n : it is not defined unless gcd(m,n) = 1.
The identity element of a multiplicative group is denoted by 1 and the same 
notation is also used for the trivial subgroup consisting of the identity element.
Let G be a finite group. 7r(G) denotes the set of all prime divisors of the 
order of G. The centre of G is denoted by Z(G). The Frattini subgroup of G 
is denoted by $((7). If G is a finite p-group, then fli(Cr) denotes the subgroup 
generated by all elements of order p. The socle of G is the subgroup generated 
by all minimal normal subgroups of G.
The subgroup generated by all the nilpotent normal subgroups of G is called 
the Fitting subgroup of G. The Fitting subgroup of G is denoted by Fit G. If tt 
is a set of primes, the product of all the normal 7r-subgroups of G is denoted by 
0^((7). The Fitting subgroup is the direct product of the Op(G!) for all prime 
divisors p of the order of G.
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The largest normal subgroup of G that is contained in a subgroup X  is called 
the core of X  in G and is denoted by core*; X . We often say that X  is core-free 
to indicate that coiec X  = 1.
Let if, N  be groups and <f>: H  — ► Aut N  a homomorphism. Then the homo­
morphism defines a semidirect product of H  and TV; we denote that semidirect 
product by H  k ^  N , or simply by H  k N . We usually regard H and N  as 
subgroups of H  k N  via the natural identifications.
Let G be a group, H  a subgroup of G and K  a normal subgroup of H . Let 
N be a group of automorphisms of G which normalize (that is, stabilize setwise) 
both H  and K . Every automorphism in N defines an automorphism of H /K  in a 
natural way; the set of all such automorphisms obtained from the automorphisms 
of N will be denoted by For example, if C is a normal subgroup of a
group P then NAutP^Jlp/c 1S group of automorphisms of P/C  obtained 
from all automorphisms of P which normalize C .
Most general concepts of the group representation theory which are used in 
this thesis may be found in Curtis and Reiner (1962) or Huppert (1967) and 
Huppert and Blackburn (1982). Some notation and terminology for the group 
representation theory is shown in Section 2.3.
The notation and terminology not defined in this thesis is standard and can 
be found in almost all standard books on related areas. A fist of notation is 
included at the end of the thesis.
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C hapter 2
G eneral background
In this chapter we present some general facts that will be useful in this thesis. 
No originality is claimed for any of the results here. Some basic concepts and 
notation are also defined.
2.1 Som e basic facts
We first state the following basic facts without proof.
Lemma 2.1.1 Let p be an odd prime, let m ,n  be nonnegative integers and let 
r be an integer.
(i) I f  r =  1 mod p, then \r mod pn\ = pn/(pn, r —1).
(ii) I f  rpTn = 1 mod pn, then 1 + r +  • • • -f rp"*-1 =  pm mod pn.
Lemma 2.1.2 Suppose that a and m are integers with greatest common divisor 
d. Then the congruence ax = 0 mod m has precisely the following solutions:
x = tvn/d, t 6 Z.
Lemma 2.1.3 [Dedekind’s Law] Let A , B and C be any subgroups of a group 
such that A < B . Then A(B  Pi C) = B  D AC.
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We will also need the following lemma; a stronger version of it can be found 
in Rose (1978, p. 193).
Lemma 2.1.4 I f  C is a cyclic subgroup o f a finite abelian group A  such that 
\C\ = exp A, then C is a direct factor o f A .
The following slightly different version of the result by Remak (1930) will be 
needed. (Remak attributed some of this result to Klein and Fricke. The result is 
also found in several books; see, for example, Suzuki (1982, pp. 140-141).)
Theorem 2.1.5 Let the group G be the internal direct product o f its subgroups 
H  and K . Suppose that
H 2 < H x < H, K 2 < K i < K , H x!H 2 2  K x/ K 2.
Let 0 be an isomorphism, o f H x/H 2 onto K \ / K 2 . Set
L := {hk  : (hH 2)0 = k K 2,h  £ H u k € K x}.
Then L is a subgroup of order \H \K 2\ such that
H  n L = H 2, K  n L = K 2 and H XL = H XK X = L K X.
(This group L is called the diagonal defined by 0.) The map
(Hx, H 2, K x, K 2,6) L
defines a bijection between the set o f all such b-tuples (Hx, H 2, K x, K 2, 9) and the 
set of all subgroups of G .
We now describe some properties of semidirect products.
Lemma 2.1.6 Let P  and Q be finite groups and <f>,Tp : P  — * AutQ homomor- 
phisms. I f  7  is an isomorphism of P  onto P k^ Q  which normalizes P  and 
Q , then for all x £ P , y G Q ,
(y{x(t>) b  = (y7 )((*7 )^)-
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P ro o f Since the two semidirect products have the same set of elements, strictly 
speaking our notation should distinguish between two group operations on that 
set. Fortunately our argument is so brief that the reader will understand our 
meaning without that. For example, when we write {x^f)(yX/f) the reader will 
note that 27 and yx7 are viewed as elements of the codomain of 7 so their 
product is to be performed in P Q, while yx is in the domain of 7 so this 
conjugate of y by x must have been formed in P k 4 Q .
Then
(xyx) 7 = (xi ) ( y xi )  =  (xi ) ( ( y { x<l>) b)-
On the other hand,
{xyx) i  = (y x ) i  = ( y i ) ( xi )  = (a^Mirr)*7 = (*7)((3n0((*7)V0)-
It follows that (y(x(f>))i = (3/7)((ary)^)- D
T heorem  2 .1.7 Let P and Q be finite groups with gcd(|P|, |Q|) = 1. Suppose 
</> and ip are homomorphisms of P into Aut Q . Then P Q = P Q if and 
only if there exist a £ Aut P, ß  £ Aut Q such that (y(x(f>))ß = (yß)((xa)ip) for 
every x £ P, y £ Q.
P roo f Let 7 be an isomorphism between P and P Q . The coprimality 
of |P | and \Q\ implies that Q is characteristic, so 7 normalizes Q. We may 
assume that 7 normalizes P  also by replacing 7 with its composite with an inner 
automorphism. Let a and ß  be the restrictions of 7 on P  and Q, respectively. 
Then a £ Aut P  and ß  £ AutQ. The relation (y(xfi))ß = (yß)((xa )V » ) follows 
from Lemma 2.1.6.
Suppose that a and ß  axe automorphisms which relate to <f> and ip in the 
given way. Define a map 7 of P  Q to P  Q as (xy)^f = (xa)(yß).  It 
is straight-forward to show that the map 7 is an isomorphism between the two 
groups. a
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2.2 M eta cy c lic  groups
Let G be a metacyclic group and K  a cyclic normal subgroup with cyclic quotient. 
Then G has a cyclic subgroup S such that G = SK . Such a factorization 
G = S K  is called a metacyclic factorization. In particular, if S  fl K  = 1, the 
metacyclic factorization is called split. A metacyclic group is split if it has a split 
metacyclic factorization.
Metacyclic groups Eire, of course, soluble; in fact supersoluble. Therefore, 
every metacyclic group has the following well known property of super soluble 
groups.
Lemma 2.2.1 Let G be a metacyclic group and p\ < p  ^ < • • • < Pr the increas­
ing sequence of all prime divisors of the order of G . Set = {p», ...,pr}. Then a 
Hall 7r* -subgroup of G is normal. In particular, the Sylow subgroup corresponding 
to the largest prime divisor is normal.
We now collect some properties of metacyclic groups, which will be used later. 
Some of them axe well known and others seem to be folklore.
Lemma 2.2.2 Let G be a metacyclic group with a metacyclic factorization 
G = S K . Let S = (x), K  = (y) and A := CG( K ) . Let r be an integer 
such that yx = yr . Define s := \r mod \K\\ and t := \K\ / ( \K\ , r—l ) . Then
(i) G' = (y'-'Y,
(ii) Z(G) = Cs (K)CK(S) = (x‘,y ‘Y,
(iii) G / A ^ S / C s (K) = C(s)-
(iv) A/Z(G)  3  K / C k (S) = G' = C(t).
Proof For (i), see Curtis and Reiner (1962, 47.10); for (ii), see Beyl and Tappe 
(1982, Lemma IV.2.13). From A = CS{ K ) K , we observe that G/A = S/Cs(K) .  
It is also obvious that |5/C5(A’)| = s. It follows from Z(G) = Cs (K)Ck (S)
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that A/ Z( G)  =  K / C k (S)  =  C(t).  It is routine to show that the map b br 1 
defines a homomorphism of K  onto G' with kernel Ck {S).  □
C orollary 2 .2 .3  Let P  be a metacyclic p-group for odd p and let P  =  S K  be 
a metacyclic factorization. Define A : = C p ( K ) .  Then
A/ Z( P)  £  P'  S  P/ A.
P r o o f Since S  is a finite p-group, rp> =  1 mod p for some nonnegative integer 
i .  Fermat’s Little Theorem yields r =  1 mod p. By Lemma 2.1.1, we have s =  t,  
so the result follows from (iii) and (iv) of the above lemma. □
L em m a 2 .2 .4  [Suzuki (1986, Theorem 4.3.14)] Let P  be a metacyclic p-group 
for odd p . Then
(i) P  is regular;
(ii) (xy~1)pm =  1 4=> xp”* =  ppTn, for every x ,y  in P  and every nonnegative 
integer m .
L em m a 2 .2 .5  Let P  be a noncyclic metacyclic p-group. Then
(i) P /* (P )  a  C(p) x C(p);
(ii) ü i(P )  =  C(p) x C(p) if p is odd.
P r o o f The first result is obvious. Since P  is regular, f2i(P) is a metacyclic p- 
group of exponent p. As p is odd, if 0,^  (P) is cychc then P  is cyclic [see Huppert 
(1967, Satz III.8.2)]. Thus the second result follows. □
L em m a 2 .2 .6  Let P  be a noncyclic metacyclic p-group and K  a subgroup.
(i) If p is odd, K  is cyclic if and only if K  does not contain O i( P ) .
(ii) K  is noirmal and P /K  is cyclic if and only if K  contains P' and K  is not 
contained in 4>(P).
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Proof (i) By Lemma 2.2.5, Qi(P) is isomorphic to C(p) x C(p). Suppose K  
is not cyclic. Then the subgroup Fli(K) is also isomorphic to C(p) x C(p) and 
hence
c ( P )  X C(p) S nx(K) < ßi(P) S C(p) X C(p);
that is ßi(FT) = f2i(P). Therefore K  contains ß i(P ). Conversely, if K  is cyclic 
then obviously K  does not contain fli(P).
(ii) “only i f” Since K  is normal and P / K  is cyclic, obviously K  contains 
P ' . If K  is contained in 4>(P), then P/4>(P), a homomorphic image of the cyclic 
group P / K y is cyclic; so is P , a contradiction. Thus K  is not contained in $ (P).
“i f” Since K  contains P ', the group K  is normal in P . Since K  is not 
contained in $ (P ), the Frattini subgroup $(P) is properly contained in $ ( P ) K . 
It follows from P /$ (P ) = C(p) x C(p) that P/ $( P) K  is cyclic. Since <b(P/K) 
contains $ ( P ) K / K  [see Robinson (1982, 5.2.13(iii))], ( P / K) / $ ( P/ K)  is cyclic; 
so is P / K .  □
2.3 Some representation theory
We first recall some notation and terminology from representation theory which 
are very often used in this thesis. The presentation, which is largely based on 
the treatments of Huppert and Blackburn (1982) and Feit (1982), will be given 
mostly in terms of modules.
Let F be a field, G a finite group and H a subgroup of G. By an FG-module 
we always mean a right FG-module of finite dimension. We define the kernel of 
an FG-module V  as the subgroup ker V  := {g £ G : vg = v for all v £ V^ }. 
We shall use the notation [V] for the isomorphism types of V . We shall denote 
by V[H the FP-module obtained by the restriction of the operators on V to 
FH . For an F H -module W , we shall denote by W ]G the induced FG-module 
W  <S>fh FG. For every extension field E of F, we shall denote by W E the EG- 
module W  ®p E.
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An FG-module U is called a direct summand of an FG-module V  if there 
exists an FG-module U' such that V = U 0  U'. An irreducible FG-module U 
isomorphic to a factor of a composition series for an FG-module V  is called an 
irreducible constituent of V . If U is isomorphic to an irreducible submodule of 
V, then we call it a bottom constituent; each irreducible homomorphic image of 
V  is called a top constituent of V . We say that an irreducible F-representation p 
of G is a top I bottom constituent of an F-representation a of G if an FG-module 
which affords cr has a composition series whose top/bottom constituent affords 
p. In general, p is an irreducible constituent of a if some composition factor of 
that module affords p.
Let W  be an F H -module. For a ring automorphism a of FG such that 
Fa = F and Ga = G, we define an (FH)a-module W a with the underlying set 
W  x {a} as follows. Define the vector space structure of W a by the rule
(w i,a) + (tu*,**) = (n/i+w2,a ), w1,w2 E W
and
(Aa)(u;,a) = (Au>,a), A E F,w E W.
We then define the action of Ha via
(w,a)(ha) = (u;/&,a), w E W, h E H.
It is routine to check that W a is an (FH)a-module.
We now consider some special cases of the above construction. Let a  be an 
automorphism of G and let a* be the F-automorphism of FG induced from a . 
Then of course F and G admit a*. Suppose that H is a characteristic subgroup 
of G. We define W a as the FH -module W a*. In terms of representations, we 
may rephrase this as follows. Let p be a representation of H  over F. Then the 
composite map (&lH)p is a new representation of H over F. Since we prefer to 
keep all actions on the right, we have defined W a so that if W  affords p then 
W a affords (oL~l [H)p.
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When H  =  G, this construction of a new representation by composition 
with an automorphism yields a natural left action of Aut G on the set of F - 
representations of G. Two F-representations pi and p2 of G are equivalent if 
and only if api and ap2 are equivalent, so Aut G also acts naturally on the set 
of equivalence types of F-representations of G.
Suppose that H  is a normal subgroup of G. Let g be an element of G and 
let g* be an inner automorphism defined by
x »—► g~xxg, x £ G.
We then define W 3 as the Fif-module W 3* and call it a G-conjugate (namely, 
the ^-conjugate) of W . In this natural way, G acts on the set of all isomorphism 
classes of irreducible FH -modules. The G-orbit of each [W] is called the G- 
conjugacy class of [W].
The subgroup T(W)  := {g £ G : W 3 = W}  is called the inertia group of 
W . If W  is an irreducible FH -module such that T(W)  = H , then W ] G is an 
irreducible FG-module.
Let E be a Galois extension of F with the Galois group Gal(E|F). Let U 
be any EüT-module. Let a £ Gal(E|F) and let a* be the automorphism of EG 
defined by
X) ag9 ►-> a 9 € E*
g eG  geG
We define Ua as the F H -module Ua* and call it a Galois-conjugate of U. Let 
{t*i, ...,un} be an E-basis of U. Then {(«1 , a ) , ..., (tin, a)} is an E-basis of Ua .
If
n
uih = Y l a' j W uj (* = l,2 ,...,n ),
3= 1
where h £ H, a{j(h) £ E, then
n
(ui,a)h = X^(a*i(^)a )(tti , a )- 
j=i
In this sense the matrix representation of H on Ua is ‘conjugate’ under a to the 
matrix representation of H on U .
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We now state the following results without proof, which are immediate from 
the definitions.
Lem m a 2.3.1 Let a  E Aut G and let ß  E Gal(E |F). Let U be an EH-module 
and let W  be an E H  -module. Then
(i) {W a)T° = (W"TG)“ ,
(ii) (W a)E = (WE)a ,
(iii) (W'e)Tg =  (WT°)E,
(iv) { U ^ a S
(v )  ( ua f  = [uPy.
The following result also seems to be pstrt of the folklore. Reccill that the 
equivalence class of a representation p is denoted by [p] .
T heorem  2.3.2 Let F be a field and let G be a finite group. Let pi and p2 be 
faithful irreducible F -representations o f G o f degree n . Then Gp\ is conjugate 
to Gp2 in G L(n, F) i f  and only i f  [pi] and [p2\ belong to the same orbit of the 
natural action o f Aut G on the set o f equivalence classes o f faithful irreducible 
F -representations o f G .
2.4 E x is ten ce  o f faithfu l irreducib le represen­
ta tio n s
The problem of characterizing those groups which have faithful irreducible rep­
resentations, was initially considered in Burnside (1911, Note F); subsequently 
it has been treated in several papers, for example Weisner (1939), KochendörfFer 
(1948), and Gaschütz (1954). The common idea involves the abelian part of the 
socle, that is, the product of all abelian minimal normal subgroups.
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Let G be a finite group and let U be a finite ZG-module (or simply a G- 
module). Let F be a field that contains all (expt/)th roots of unity and whose 
characteristic does not divide the order of U as a finite abelian group. Set
Um := Hom({7, F x)
where F x is the multiplicative group of nonzero elements in F. Then U* is also 
a G-module by means of the following natural construction:
(i) if a ,ß  £ U* then define a -f ß  by u(a + ß) = (ua)(uß) for every u in U ;
(ii) if g £ G and a £ U* then define ag as the map such that u (ug~1)a 
for every it in U.
The G-module U* is called the dual of U . In fact, U* consists of all irreducible 
F-representations of U as an abelian group, and hence \U*\ = \U\. As a G- 
module, U** is naturally isomorphic to U . For every subgroup V  of U , define 
V L := {a £ U* : va  = 1 for all v in V } .  If V  is a submodule of the G-module 
£7, then V L is also a submodule of U*. Moreover, V L is a submodule of U* 
such that U*/V1- = V*. Indeed, the usual relations between subspaces, quotient 
spaces and duality of a vector space also carry over to this case.
The prototype for such a G-module in this thesis is an abelian normal sub­
group A of G, regarded as a G-module with respect to conjugation action. In 
this case, the action of G on A* will be written in the form of aa for a £ A* 
and g £ G.
We prove the following lemma.
Lem m a 2.4.1 Let a be an element in U*. Then
core<3 ker a = 1 <=> a generates U* as a G-module.
P ro o f
corec ker a = 1 ker a  does not contain nonzero G -submodules of U 
(a)1 does not contain nonzero G-submodules of U** 
(a) is not contained in a proper G-submodule of U* 
(a) generates U* as a G-module. □
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Let U be a finite semisimple ZG-module. Then U is a direct sum of simple 
LG -modules and also U , as an abelian group, is the direct sum of the Sylow 
subgroups Up. Each simple submodule of Up may be regarded as an FpG-module 
and so Up is a direct sum of irreducible FPG-modules.
By Theorem VII.4.13a in Huppert and Blackburn (1982), the multiplicity of 
each irreducible FPG-module V  as a direct summand in the largest semisimple 
quotient of the regular module over the prime field Fp, is the dimension of V  over 
the finite field End^G^- Denote the dimension by DimV and call it the absolute 
dimension of V . Each Up is generated by a single element as a G-module if and 
only if each Up is a homomorphic image of the regular module FPG. Therefore, 
Up is generated by a single element if and only if for every simple G-module V, 
the multiplicity of V  in Up is at most Dim V. Moreover, if up generates Up then 
Epup also generates ® p£/p, while if u generates ® p I/p and u =  Epup,u p G Up, 
then up generates Up. We then have the following fact.
L em m a 2.4.2 A finite semisimple LG-module U is generated by a single ele­
ment if and only if for every simple LG-submodule V, the multiplicity of V as a 
direct summand in U is at most the absolute dimension DimV.
The following result is a consequence of the above lemma.
L em m a 2.4 .3  A semisimple LG-module U is generated by a single element if 
and only if the dual U* is generated by a single element.
P ro o f
U is generated by a single element 
<^=> V simple V, (multiplicity of V  in U) <  DimV 
<=$■ V simple V *, (multiplicity of V* in U) <  DimV*
<=> V simple V, (multiplicity of V  in U*) < DirnV^
< = >  V simple V, (multiplicity of V  in U*) < DimV
<==> U* is generated by a single element. □
The following result is an elucidation of the main theorem in Gaschiitz (1954).
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Theorem 2.4.4 Let G be a finite group and A the abelian part of the socle S 
of G. Then G has a faithful irreducible representation over a field F if and only 
if the characteristic of F does not divide the order of A  and A is generated by a 
single element as a LG -module with respect to the conjugation action.
Proof It is easy to see from Theorem VII.1.16d and Theorem VII.1.18b in Hup­
pert and Blackburn (1982) that the existence of faithful irreducible modules is 
unaffected by extensions of the underlying field. Thus we may assume that the 
field F is algebraically closed.
Suppose the characteristic of F does not divide the order of A  and A is 
generated by a single element as a ZG-module. By Lemma 2.4.3, A* is also 
generated by a single element; let us denote it by a . It follows from Lemma 2.4.1 
that corec ker a = 1.
Let B  be the nonabelian part of the socle S  of G. Then B  is the product 
of nonabelian minimal normal subgroups of G. Since each nonabelian minimal 
normal subgroup is a direct product of nonabelian simple groups, B =  fl; B* 
for some nonabelian simple groups B{. Let ßi be a nontrivial irreducible F- 
representation of Bi for each i. Let ß  be the outer tensor product # iß i  of the 
ßi; it is irreducible. Then ß  is a faithful F-representation of B  because there 
are no minimal normal subgroups of B  except the B{. Then the outer tensor 
product a # ß  is an irreducible representation of the socle S  with kernel ker a .
Let 7 be a top or bottom constituent of the induced representation ( a # ß )]G. 
Then the Nakayama Reciprocity yields S H ker7 < kero: and hence we have 
S  fl ker 7 < core^kera = 1. So ker 7 contains no nontrivial minimal normal 
subgroup of G . Thus ker 7 = 1 and hence the irreducible representation 7 is a 
faithful irreducible representation of G, as required.
Conversely, if 7 is a faithful irreducible F-representation and a is an irre­
ducible constituent of 7 I4 , then is a direct sum of G-conjugates of a:. So 
coreckera: =  1 . Then by Lemma 2.4.1, the representation a generates A* as a 
ZG-module and thus A is generated by a single element by Lemma 2.4.3. □
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2.5 Som e linear groups
Let V  be an n-dimensional vector space over a field F . The group of all invertible 
linear transformations of V  will be denoted by GL(V). Each choice of a basis 
for V  defines an isomorphism from GL{V) to the group of all invertible n by 
n matrices over F; we denote this matrix group by GL(n, F). If F is a finite 
field with p* elements, we also use the notation GL(n,pk) for GL(n, F). A 
subgroup of GL(V) is called a linear group of degree n over F, or an F-linear 
group of degree n ; we shall often fail to specify the underlying field or the degree 
when it is not necessary to do so. Let G and H  be linear groups acting on the 
vector spaces V  and W, respectively. Then we say that G and H  Me linearly 
isomorphic if there exist a vector space isomorphism a between V  and W  and a 
group isomorphism ß  between G and H  such that (v<7)a  = (va)(gß) for all v in 
V  and for all g in G. In any linear isomorphism between subgroups of GL(V), 
we have a 6 GL(V) and ß  is the conjugation by a .
Given a linear group G acting on V , the images of G under the isomorphisms 
GL(V) — * GL(n, F) corresponding to the various bases of V  form a single con- 
jugacy class of subgroups in GL(n, F). Two linear groups of degree n axe linearly 
isomorphic if and only if the conjugacy classes of subgroups of GL(n,F) which 
correspond to them in this sense axe the same. Conversely, GL(n,F) may be 
identified with GL(Fn) where Fn is the Cartesian power with its usual vector 
space structure, and the identification is done along the isomorphism correspond­
ing to the standard basis of that vector space. In this way we obtain a bijection 
between the set of linear isomorphism types of F -linear groups of degree n and 
the set of conjugacy classes of subgroups of GL(n, F). This distinction between 
linear groups and matrix groups is raxely of any importance. For example, in 
referring to a general linear group we may mean either a GL(V) or a GL(n, F).
A linear group G in GL(V) is called irreducible if V  has no subspace which 
is setwise invariant under the action of G ; equivalently, if the inclusion map Lorn 
G is an irreducible representation of degree n over F .
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An irreducible linear group G in GL(V) is called imprimitive if V  has a
decomposition
V  =  V i  ©  • • • e  V r  (r >  1)
into a direct sum of nonzero subspaces which are permuted transitively by the 
action of G; equivalently, V  is induced from a submodule of a proper subgroup of 
G. If an irreducible linear group G is not imprimitive, we call G primitive. If G 
is primitive then Vn is homogeneous (that is, a direct sum of pairwise isomorphic 
irreducible modules) for every normal subgroup N . We now collect some well 
known results.
T heorem  2.5.1 [Suprunenko (1963, Lemma 1.7)] Every abelian normal subgroup 
of a primitive linear group is cyclic.
Regarded as a subgroup of GL(n,pk), the general linear group G L(l,pkn) 
of degree 1 is an irreducible linear group of degree n. In fact, every cyclic 
irreducible subgroup of order p1™—1 in GL(n,pk) is conjugate to G L(l,pkn) . The 
normaiizers of these kinds of cyclic subgroups are determined by the following 
theorem.
T heorem  2.5.2 [Huppert (1967, Satz II.7.3a)] Let Y  be a cyclic irreducible 
subgroup of order p ^  — l of the general linear group GL(n,pk) . Let C be an 
irreducible subgroup of Y . Then the centralizer of C in GL(n,pk) is Y , and the 
normalizer of C in GL(n,pk) is the semidirect product of the cyclic group Y  and 
a cyclic group X  of order n . The action of one generator of X  on Y  is pk th 
powering.
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C h ap ter 3
M eta cy c lic  groups o f  odd  order
The aim of this chapter is to determine the isomorphism types of metacyclic 
groups of odd order. The determination is not only a subject of independent 
interest but it also serves as a step towards enumerating metacyclic irreducible 
linear groups.
The first two sections are devoted to investigating some properties of meta­
cyclic p-groups which are needed for our purpose. Section 3.3 discusses metacyclic 
factorizations of metacyclic groups of odd order. Section 3.4 establishes presen­
tations of a certain form for metacyclic groups of odd order. An explicit solution 
of the isomorphism problem for the presentations proposed will be obtained in 
Section 3.5. We shall close this chapter with an application to metacyclic {p, 51- 
groups.
3.1 M etacyclic  p-groups
We shall explore some properties of metacyclic p-groups, which will be crucial for 
our general discussion of metacyclic groups of odd order. The emphasis in this 
section (and in the next one) is on metacyclic p-groups for odd p. However, an 
attempt to avoid the restriction will be made if the restriction does not simplify 
the discussion. As a consequence of our discussion, we also have a canonical form 
of presentation for metacyclic p-groups for odd p.
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Lemma 3.1.1 Let P be a metacyclic p-group, p odd. I f  K  and P /K  are cyclic, 
then there exists a cyclic subgroup S of P such that P = S K  and |5| = exp P .
Proof Let P  = SoK be a metacyclic factorization. Since P  is regular, we observe 
that expP = max(|5o|, |^ |)  from Lemma 2.2.4. Therefore, if \K\ ^  exp P  then 
|5o| = expP. So we may assume that \K\ = expP and |50| < \K\. We may 
also assume that P is not cyclic. Define S  = (ab-1) where a, 6 are generators of 
So, K , respectively. Let \K\ = pfc+1. Since IS^ I < \K\, we have apk = 1 ^  6***. 
The regularity of P then implies that (a6_1)p* ^  1. It follows that \S\ = exp P. 
We know S K  = P since a, 6 are contained in S K . □
Lemma 3.1.2 Let P =  SK  be a metacyclic factorization öf a metacyclic p- 
group P for any prime p . Let C be a proper subgroup of P containing K . Then 
every supplement of C in P is a supplement of K .
Proof The result is obvious if P is cyclic, so we assume that P  is noncyclic. By 
Lemma 2.2.6(ii), K  is not contained in 4>(P), and C$(P)  is a proper subgroup 
of P . It follows from Lemma 2.2.5(i) that K$( P)  = C$(P) .  Thus if X  is a 
supplement to C in P  then X K $ ( P )  = XC$ ( P)  = P , so X K  = P\  the result 
follows. □
Let P be a metacyclic p-group for odd p. For a subgroup C of P , consider 
the set
{ K ' . K < C , K < P , K  and P / K  cyclic }.
The subgroups of minimal order in this set will be called C-minimal kernels. A 
metacyclic factorization P = SK  is called C-standard if l^l =  expP and K  is 
a C -minimal kernel. From Lemma 3.1.1, we observe that P has a C -standard 
metacyclic factorization, provided the set displayed above is nonempty.
Note that ‘ C -standard’ in a difference sense can be defined correspondingly; 
that is, P = S K  is ‘C-standard’ if and only if |5| = exp P and K  is a subgroup 
of maximal order in the above set.
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Lem m a 3 .1.3 Let P  =  SK  be a metacyclic factorization. Define ct,ß, 7,# by
pa = \S :  Sntf|, /  = IK :  Snff|, p* = \K : P'\, p5 =  \SnK\.
Then P has the presentation
( x , y \ x p° = ypß, y9^ * = 1, yx = t/1+p7 ).
Moreover, if P = S K  is C -standard for a subgroup C with index pK, then
(i) a > ß  > 7 — 6 > 0;
(ii) */ 7 = 0 then ß  = 0;
(iii) 2/ ß  < 7 then a — ß < k.
R em ark  The proofs of this lemma and Lemma 3.1.1 indicate that one can 
easily transform a given metacyclic presentation of a metacyclic p-group P with a 
C -standard metacyclic factorization to a presentation vdth the above conditions.
P ro o f The proof of the first claim is obvious when P is abelian, so we assume 
7 < ß + 6. Since S/Cs{K) = P’ by Lemma 2.2.2 and Corollary 2.2.3, S  acts on K  
as an automorphism group of order pß+8~'1. Since Autif is cyclic, it has only one 
subgroup of this order. On the other hand, b 1—► 61+p7 defines an automorphism 
of order p^+<*~'|r. Therefore we can choose a: in S’ so that bx = 61+p7 for all 6 6 K\ 
then (x) =  S , and y can be chosen so that xp° = y1^ ; then (y) = K . Thus we 
have
xp° = , y ^ "  = 1, yx = J/1+P\
So P is a homomorphic image of the group presented by
(x , y  I xp° = y ^ , y ^ +S = 1, yx = p1+p7 ).
On the other hand, the presentation gives a group of order at most pa+^+Ä, so P 
is isomorphic to the group so defined.
Suppose P = S K  is C-standard. It follows from |5 | =  exp P that a > ß.  
Since P' < K , we also have ß  > 7 — 8. Since y,pß = {y ^ )x = y^^lJrp1\  we
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have pß*'* = 0 mod so 7 > £; this completes the proof of (i). To prove (ii),
assume ß  > 1. Then P  is not cyclic. The Frattini subgroup 4>(P) contains the 
commutator subgroup P ', but by Lemma 2.2.6(ii) it does not contain i f ,  so we 
have that P' is a proper subgroup of i f  and hence 7 > 1.
To prove (iii), suppose that a — ß  > n when ß < 7 . The proof will be done 
by producing a contradiction. Set R := S H C\ the condition ß  < 7 implies 
that P' is contained in S, thus also in R. The condition a — ß  > ac implies 
that IR/P'\  > |i f /P '|.  Since R K  =  C and C/P'  is finite abelian, we have 
exp(C/ P') =  \R/P'\. By Lemma 2.1.4, there exists a subgroup T  such that 
T R  =  C and T  D R = P ' . Both T/P'  and R/P '  are cyclic and |T| < |if |.
Suppose T  is not cycfic. Let (f> be an isomorphism from T /P 1 to some sub­
group, Sj, say, of R /P 1: in fact, |T /P ;| < |P /P '|,  so there exists always such an 
isomorphism. In this case, define
Y  = {ts:  (tP')4> = aP\ s e S ^ t G  T}.
(A relevant figure is shown below.)
Then from Theorem 2.1.5, Y  is a subgroup such that R O Y  — T  C\Y = P ' . 
Since P 'O i(P) < T  [see Lemma 2.2.6(i)], this implies that Y  does not contain 
fli(P) and hence Y  is cyclic. In fact Y  is normal in P  because Y  > P '. By
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Theorem 2.1.5 again, \Y\ =  |T |, hence |y | < \K\. It also follows that P = SY  
and hence Y  is a cyclic normal subgroup of P such that P /Y  is cyclic. It is 
obvious that Y  < C .
If T is cyclic, dehne Y  := T . Then |y | < \K\ also holds in this case. So 
in any case, there exists a cyclic normal subgroup Y  such that P /Y  is cyclic, 
Y  < C and |y | < \K\. This contradicts the C -minimality of K . Consequently, 
if ß <  7 then a  — ß <  k , which completes the proof of (iii). □
Now we are ready to prove a classification theorem of metacyclic p-groups.
T heorem  3.1.4 For odd p, every metacyclic p-group P has a presentation of 
the form
P = {a,bI ap° = P", =  1, 6“ = 61+p7 )
where a ,ß ,^ ,8  are nonnegative integers such that a > ß > 7 > 6 and either 
7 > 1 or ß = /y = 8 = 0. Conversely, each such presentation defines a metacyclic 
p-group of order pa+/3+<s, different values of the parameters a ,/? ,7 , 5 ( with the 
above condition) giving nonisomorphic groups.
R em ark The group P is cyclic if and only if /? = 7 = £ =  0. (For the 
cyclic case, this presentation is of course highly redundant but having a uniform 
treatment of cyclic and noncyclic groups here will be essential later when we deed 
with metacyclic groups whose orders are not prime powers.) The above result for 
noncyclic metacyclic p-groups can be translated from the result of Newman and 
Xu (1988) and vice versa; P is split if and only if a = ß, or ß  = 7 , or 8 = 0.
P roo f Choose a metacyclic factorization P = S K  so that S is of order expP 
and K  is of least possible order; Lemma 3.1.1 guarantees that this can be done. 
Lemma 3.1.3 with C = P and ac = 0 yields the first sentence. Further, we 
observe P /P ' = C(pa) x C(p7) and expP = pa+s, while |P | = pa+/3+Ä. It follows 
that a,ß,  7 and 8 are invariants of P , so the second sentence follows. □
We here derive a certain property which will turn out to be of great importance 
for our goal in the general case.
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Lem m a 3.1.5 Let P = SK  be a metacyclic factorization of a metacyclic p- 
group P for any prime p. Suppose C is a subgroup of P containing K . Then
(i) if  P is abelian, then NAutp(C')lp/c = Aut(P/C);
(ii) in any case, NAutP(C) = [NAutp(5) D NAutp(C,)]CAutp(P/C') •
P ro o f Since P /C  is cyclic, each automorphism of it is of the form x x* for 
some integer s with gcd(p, s) = 1. If P is abelian, x x ‘ also defines an 
automorphism of P , which normalizes every subgroup, and hence
Aut(P/C) = NAutP(^ )Ip/c = [^Autp(‘S>) H NAutp(C,)]lp/c*
The first result has now been proved; when P  is abelian, the second claim also 
follows from the above observation.
Next we assume that P  is not abelian. The result is obvious when C = P , 
so we assume that C is a proper subgroup of P . Since the other direction of 
inclusion is obvious, it remains only to demonstrate that
NAutp(C) < [NAutp(S) n NAutp(C)]CAutp(P/Cr).
Suppose <7 is an automorphism in Nxutp(C).  Then is another metacyclic
factorization of P  with K° < C . So S°K  = P  by Lemma 3.1.2. Let x be a 
fixed generator of S . Then there exists an integer m  such that bx = 6m for all b 
in K . We can also choose a generator y for K  so that a;l5:5n-Kl =  y\K:SnK\m Then 
P  has a presentation on these generators x,y  with the defining relations
x \S:SnK\ _  y \K:SnK\^ y \K\ =  j * =  y m
Let x be the element in Sa such that x = xb for some b in K . Then xC — x C . 
Since (x) is a supplement of K,  Dedekind’s Law then yields that x gener­
ates S " . We can choose a generator y of K  so that x l5<,:5‘raKl =  y\K:S<rriK\. 
Because |5nAr| = \Sar\K\, we have = y\K:SnK\. It is obvious that
yx =  ym • So we have a presentation for P  obtained from the previous one
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simply by replacing x with x and y with y. The map x »-» x, y y 
yields an automorphism of P: call it r .  Then Sar = S.  We know that 
C and CT axe subgroups of the same order containing K ; since P /K  is 
cyclic, C /K  = CT/ K, so C = CT. Thus or  6 Na^ p IS1) H NAutp(Cr)- On 
the other hand, r  £ C\uip(P/C)  since x t ~1C  = xC — x C . Therefore 
er = (<rr)r_1 £ [NAutP(S) fl NAutP(C')]CAutp(P/C>). □
3.2 Som e groups o f au tom orp h ism s
Throughout this section, let P be a given metacyclic p-group for odd p and let 
P = X Y  be a fixed C -standard metacyclic factorization of P for a subgroup C 
of P. Define a ,/? ,7 ,8 and ac by
pa = \X : XH Yl  /  = \Y: XnY\,  p'1 = \Y : P '|, p8 = \XHY\, pK = \P : C |.
In what follows, the reader may find the following figures helpful.
P P
This section will be devoted to the determination of NAutp((7) ; it is 
sufficient to know the order since the group is the unique subgroup of that order 
of the cyclic group Aut(P/C). We shall find this group needed in our study of 
the isomorphism problem for our special presentations of metacyclic groups of
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odd order. All results in this section axe also true, without additional work, for 
‘maximal’ choices of Y .
If k  = 0 (equivalently, C = P ), then the order is 1 since Aut(P/C)  =  1. If 
P  is abelian (equivalently, ß  + 8 = 7 ), then from Lemma 3.1.5(i) we know that 
Nxutp(C,)|p /c  =  Aut(P/C), so the order is (p— l)p*_1 provided k > 0. So we 
may assume that k > 0 and P is not abelian (or equivalently ß  -f 8 > 7 ). We 
proceed with some notation:
K := { K  : P = X K  is a C-standard metacyclic factorization}.
For every K  in £ ,  define
A(K) : = { a G X  :ba = b1+p" for all 6 6 K}.
Then A(K)  is a coset of CA(P) in X  and each subgroup generated by an element 
of A(K)  is a supplement of Cp(K)  in P , hence by Lemma 3.1.2 also a supplement 
of K  in P . It follows from Dedekind’s Law that each element of A(K)  generates 
X . We now define some notation as follows:
A :=  l)Ke>cA(K)
C := { K  € K, : A{K) = A(Y)}
N := NAuiP(X)  n NAutP(C)
U : = X / C x (P), V : = X / ( X n  C)
f cx{P)/(xnc) if cx(P) > x n c
W <
{ (xnc)/cx(P) if Cx(P) < x nc.
Consider the natural action of N  on the set A. For all a £ A(K)  and for all 
p G iV, we know ap G A(Kp) C A. Therefore N  acts on A in a natural way. We 
shall then show that the action is transitive. Let x E A(l^) and choose y in Y  so 
that xp° = y1^ ; then axe generators of X  and Y , respectively, which satisfy 
the defining relations in Lemma 3.1.3. Let K  be a member of }C. Since K  is a 
cyclic group of order |y |, we have X  f l  K = X  f ) Y . Thus for a given a in A(K),  
we can select 6 in AT so that ap° = br; then a and b are generators of X  and
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K , respectively, w hich also satisfy the  defin ing re la tions. Thus the  map i n a ,  
y b defines an autom orphism  g in  A u tP  th a t normalizes X  and maps Y  to  
K . Then Cg =  (XDC)gYg =  (XCiC)K  =  C, th a t is, g normalizes C , and so 
we are done.
The n a tu ra l action o f N  on A  induces a tra n s itive  action on the set o f 
{A (K )  : K  E £ } .  W hen C x (P )  >  X  f l  C, the  action also induces a trans i­
tive  action on the set o f those cosets o f X  f! C w h ich  are included in  A. Since 
each a in  A  generates X , an autom orphism  p in  N  stabilizes A (K )  i f  and 
on ly  i f  p [v — 1, so N [ v acts regu la rly  on {A (K )  : K  E K,}. S im ila rly  when 
C x (P )  >  XC\C, the group N [ v acts regu la rly  on the  set o f parts in  the  p a rtitio n  
o f A in to  cosets o f X  fl C.
Now we Eire in  the position to  determ ine the order o f N A u tP ^ U p /c  • F irs t 
we know  from  Lem m a 3.1.5(ii) th a t N A u tp fC 'U p /c  =  N [ P/C. T he  na tu ra l iso­
m orphism  o f X /(X D C )  onto P/C  induces an isom orphism  N [ v onto N i P/c- 
Th is im plies th a t NAUtp ( ^ ) lp / c  — N [ v . o rder to  determ ine the order o f 
N a u ip (C,)1p / c i we on ly  need to  investigate th a t o f N [ v .
To determ ine the order o f N j y ,  we firs t suppose C x {P )  > X  C\C. Then each 
A(K )  is pa rtitioned  in to  exactly \W\ d iffe rent cosets o f X  C\C. We have already 
observed tha t N [ v acts regularly on the  set o f pa rts  in  the p a r tit io n  o f A in to  
cosets o f X  f )C .  Th is yields \N [V\ =  ( | /C | / |£ | ) |W |.
We next consider the other case, when C * ( P )  < X  fl C holds. In  this case 
there exists a hom om orphism  o f N onto  N [ v , w h ich  is induced by the naturell 
hom om orphism  o f U onto V ; the kernel is C at^ V ) ,  o f course. We observe th a t 
CNiu(V) =  N l u  n CAxitU(V)  and |C Autc /(V )| =  \CAulU(U/W)\  =  \W\ unless 
W = U, fo r the map a > u~l (ua) defines a b ije c tio n  between the  two cychc 
groups where a E CAutu{U/W)  and u is a fixed generator o f U. So we see tha t
|c>n„OOI =  gcd(|;vjt,|,|w '|).
Since N lu  ac^s regularly  on tha t set {A {K )  : K  E £ } ,  i t  follows th a t
= I W I
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and hence \N[V\ =  |ATi„|/|Cwu,(V)| =  (|/C |/|£ |)/gcd(|* :|/|£ |,|W |).
Note that \X : XC\C\ — p* and \X : C*(P)| =  y?~'lJr8. We now summarize 
the above conclusions of this argument as follows.
Theorem 3.2.1 I f  k  > 0 and ß  -f S > 7, then
iNAutplCHp/cl — "
m/gcd(m, pP 'r+s *)
m p K - ß - ^ r - 6
if ß - n  > 7 - 8, 
otherwise
where rn = |£ |/ |£ |.
The remainder of this section will be devoted to the explicit determination of 
the order of NAutp(£)lp/c7- It will be done by calculating \X\ and |£ |.
Assume that P  is not abelian. Let z be a fixed element in A ( Y ) and let y 
be a fixed element of Y  such that xp° = y ^ . We then know that x and y are 
generators of X  and Y , respectively. Define D := XP '  fl Y  and E  := XP '  D C . 
Then D =  (XflY ) P \  E Y  = C and E  fl Y  = D by Dedekind’s Law. Thus 
Y/D = C(min(p/3,p'r)) and E/D  = C(pa_/t). We shall next deduce that K  € X  
if and only if AT is a cyclic subgroup of C containing D and K/ D  is a direct 
complement of E/D  in C/D.  Suppose P = X K  is a (7-standard metacyclic 
factorization. Then K  is a cyclic group of order \Y\, so X  C\ K  = X  C\Y. Thus 
D = (XDY)P'  = (XOK)P'  = XP '  fl K  = E  0 K.  Applying Dedekind’s Law 
again, we also have E K  = (XP'  fl C)K = C. So K/D  is a direct complement 
of E /D  in C / D . Conversely let AT be a cyclic subgroup containing D such that 
K/D  is a direct complement of E/D  in C / D . Then K > P' and hence K  is 
normal in P.  Since E < XK,  we have X K  = X K E  = X C  = P.  It follows 
from EH K  = D = E f ) Y  that C/ K  S* C / Y , that is \K\ = \Y\. So K  € K and 
the deduction is now complete. The conclusion may also be put as follows. Set
X* — {K : K /D  is a direct complement of E/D  in C/D};  
then K = {K  6 X* : K  is cyclic}.
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There exists a one-to-one correspondence between K* and Hom(Y/.D, E/D)  
[see Robinson (1982, 11.1.2) or Bechtell (1991, Corollary 2.4)]. The correspon­
dence is in fact given by
<f>.— > {6a : (bD)<f> = aD, 6 € Y}
for any homomorphism <f> in Horn(Y /D ,E /D) .  The group corresponding to (p 
in Hom(yr/J9, E/D)  will be denoted by K^. In fact, Kj, is the diagonal defined 
by the isomorphism induced by <f> [see Theorem 2.1.5]. Since Y /D  and E /D  are 
cyclic, |Hom(y/Z), E/D)\ = min(\Y/D\,\E/D\).  As \Y/D\ = min(p^,p7) while 
\E/D\ —pa~K, the order is equal to min(pa -*,y3,p'r). We set
a *  := max(/c, a —ß ,  a —7).
Let (j> be a homomorphism in TLom(Y/D, E/D).  Then (p is defined by the map 
yD »—► x8p° D for some unique integer s such that 0 < s < pa~a’ . We may 
abbreviate K to Ks\ thus K* = {K , : 0 < s < pa -a*}. The remaining issue is 
to decide how many of the K,  are cyclic.
Let D* be the unique subgroup of Y  of index pa~a*. Then
D* = X  f l  Y  <=> a — a* = ß <==> a — k > ß < 7 .
Our discussion now divides into the following two cases, which depend whether 
D* = XC\Y or not.
Case I: a — k > ß < 7 (equivalently, D* = ATfiy).
In this case, D* = D = XflY  and := DHi(P) is a diagonal defined by an 
isomorphism ip of DßY/D)  onto Oi (E/D)  [see Theorem 2.1.5]. (The case is 
pictured below.)
It follows that K f  is cyclic if and only if K$ does not contain f2+ if and only 
if (pln^y/D) is not equal to tp. If
<poe{(pe Hom[C(/), C( / ) ]  : </>jC(p) = ip},
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then
{()> G Hom[C(/), C (/)]  : (f>iC{p) =  V>}
= {(f>o + <f>: <f> £ Hom[C(p^), C(jP)], ker (f) > C(p)},
and hence there is a one-to-one correspondence between
{4> G H om [C (/),C (/)] : <£lC(P) = V>} and Hom[C(/)/C(p), C (/)].
Therefore,
\K\ = |H om [C (/),C (/)]| -  |H o m [< V -1) ,< V ) ] | .
Consequently, \X\ = (p — l ) ^ -1 if a — ac > ß  < 7.
P
Figure for Case I.
Case II: either a — k < ß 01 ß > 7 (equivalently, D* > .Xny).
In this case, XC\Y is a proper subgroup of D*. Since X* := XD* is not cyclic, 
X* contains (P). On the other hand, X* f l  K  = (XC\K)D* = D* for every 
K  G K,*, so K  does not contains f2i(P ). It follows that K  is cyclic for all 
K  G X*. Hence
C  = £ .
Therefore |£ | =  pa~a*.
The following figure illustrates the case.
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pFigure for Case II.
The following result has now been completely established.
Lemma 3.2.2 I f ß  + 8 > 7 then
|/C|
(p — 1 )pf3 1 1/  a  — /c > /3 < 7
min(pa_*, p'1) otherwise.
We prove the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.2.3 I f  ß  + 6 > 7 then 
(i) if a — K. > ß < 7 then
K, = {(xtp° ßy) : 0 < 3 < pP, (s+ l,p ) = 1};
(ii) otherwise,
K = {(i*p°’y ) :0  < s < p a~a'} 
where a* = max(/c, a —ß, a —7 ).
Proof From the definition of the parameters and Lemma 2.2.4, we first observe 
that
/ s p ° *  \ p ^ + t ~ l 1 .___. a*+0+*-l -p * + « -l ,___.( x y yy = 1 4=> x v — y v
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£ >  0,
l+ spa*+/3_a =  0 mod p.
a *
I t is obvious th a t xap y  € K a. So K ,  is cyclic if a is not a solution of 
1 -f spa*+P~a =  0 mod p\ in this case, K a =  (xtp° y).
If a  — k >  ß  <  7  then 8 >  0 since ß  +  8 >  7; in this case, a* =  a  — ß  and 
hence the solutions are a =  — 1 mod p. In the other case, a* > a — ß .  So there is 
no solution of 1 -f spa*+/3-a =  0 mod p unless a  — k >  ß  <  7 . By Lemma 3.2.2, 
there are precisely \)C\ choices of s which are not solutions of the congruence and 
this completes the proof. O
L e m m a  3 .2 .4  If ß  -f 8 >  7  then
A{Y) =  A(K .) <=> sp '~s =  0 mod pa~Q' 
where a* =  max(/c, a —ß, a —7).
P r o o f  Let
B:= (1 +  p T “' , B(p1):= Bp’~1 +  • • • +  +  1.
Since a* +  >  ß  +  8, by Lemma 2.1.1 B py =  1 mod p^+Ä, and hence
f?(p7) =  p7 mod p&+s. Then we observe
A(Y)  = A(K.) (x-r°'yY  =  (**p“'y )1+p1
< X ‘ Pa * y ' + P 7 =  X (1 + p ^ )*p “ * 2/B»'7 + S (p ^ )
<*=» =  1
spa*+7 =  0 mod pa+Ä 
sp7~Ä =  0 mod pa_a*.
□
Applying Lemma 2.1.2 and Lemma 3.2.3 and the above lemma, we have am 
immediate consequence.
L em m a  3 .2 .5  If ß  +  8 >  7 then
|£ | =  p“- “).
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We now conclude this section by summarizing the determ ination of the order 
of N xuip(£)ip /c*  When ac = 0 the order is obviously 1 . Recall th a t the order is 
(p—l)p K~l when a; >  0 and ß  + 6 = 7. We prove the following result.
C o ro lla ry  3 .2.6  Let v  be the second term of the sequence obtained by arranging 
a  — /c, ß  — A c, 7, 7 — 8 in nonincreasing order. I f  ac >  0 then
|NAutp(C)ip/cl
P r o o f  We first show that
( p - i y *-1 i f ß < u
3+ 0» otherwise.
(either /? -f 5 =  7 or a  — /c >  /? <  7) 4= >  ß  <  u>.
If a  — ac >  ß  <  7, then cj > ß. Since u  > 7 — 8, we also have >  ß  whenever 
ß  -f 8 =  7 . To show the converse statem ent, suppose ß  <  u . Then either 
u) = a  — a c ,  or w =  7, or w =  7 -  If =  a  — a c ,  then /? <  u> =  a  — /c < 7 . 
If u; =  7, then ß < u >  = i < a  — /c. Since j  — 8 < ß,  if a; =  7 — 8, then 
ß <( j j  = ') — 8 < ß ,  so ß  + 8 = ^ .  Consequently, if ß  <  a; then either ß  -f 6 =  7 
or a  — ac >  ß  <  7.
Now we divide the proof into two cases:
(i) ß  < a;: In this case either ß  + 8 = 7 01 a  — n > ß  < 7 .  When
ß  -f 5 =  7, the result follows from Lemma 3.1.5(i). We assume /? +  8 > 7 .
Then |/C| =  (p— l)p^~l by Lemma 3.2.2. Since a  — ac >  ß  > 7 — 8, we 
have |/C |/|£ | =  (p— l)pß~1+s~l using Lemma 3.2.5, Using the formulae of Theo­
rem 3.2 .1, we easily obtain |N A utp(£)jp/C| = (p — l)p*- 1 .
(ii) ß  > cj’. In this case ß  +  8 >  7  and either a  — n < ß  or /? >  7 . Thus 
|/C| =  min(pa - *,p7), |£ | =  min(pa - *, p'y~6). We divide this case into six subcases:
(1) a — k > ß  — ac >  7  >  7 — 8, so oj = ß  — ac,
(2) a — ac> 7 > / ?  — ac >  7 — 8, so a» =  7,
(3) a  — ac> 7 > 7  — 8 > ß  — ac, soa> =  7,
(4) 7 > 7 — 8 > a  — k > ß  — ac, so u  = j  — 8,
(5) 7 > a  — ac > 7 — 8 > ß  — /c, so w =  a  — k ,
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a  — n.(6) ' y > a  — K > ß  — K>~f  — 8, so w =
In each subcase, routine calculations yield INAutplC’Up/cl = pK~ ^ u. □
3.3  M etacyclic  factorizations
In this section, we describe some properties of metacyclic groups to obtain a 
canonical form of metacyclic factorizations. We start with a basic lemma; we 
omit the easy proof.
Lem m a 3.3.1 Let G =  H  k N  be a finite group with (\H\, |iV|) =  1. If H =  X Y  
and N  =  UV are metacyclic factorizations such that X  < Np^V), Y  < Ch {N)  
and U < Cn {H),  then G = (X U ) ( Y V ) is a metacyclic factorization of G.
It will be used repeatedly and without reference that if G =  S K  is a meta­
cyclic factorization then every subgroup of K  is normal in G (for K  is cyclic 
and in a cyclic group every subgroup is characteristic). We now have some basic 
results on metacyclic factorizations. The following lemma is a generalized version 
of Lemma 3.1.1 for nilpotent metacyclic groups of odd order; we omit the obvious 
proof.
Lem m a 3.3.2 Let H be a nilpotent metacyclic group of odd order. If Y  is a 
cyclic normal subgroup of H such that H /Y  is also cyclic, then there exists a 
cyclic supplement X  of Y  in H such that |X| =  exp H .
We prove the following fundamental result.
Lem m a 3.3.3 Let q be a prime, G a metacyclic group with a Sylow q-subgroup 
Q and H a q[ -subgroup of G . Let G =  S K  be a metacyclic factorization such 
that H  =  (SC\ H) ( KnH) and Q =  (SC\Q)(Kr\Q). If H normalizes Q , then 
either
[ H ,  Q] =  1
or
K n H < c H{Q), s d q  = Cq(H),  K n Q  = [H, Q], (Sn<2)n(KnQ)  = 1.
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P ro o f Let X  = S  C\ H, Y  = K  f) H, U = S C )Q  and V  = K D Q .  It follows 
from the hypothesis that H  = X Y  and Q = U V  are metacyclic factorizations of 
H  and Q , respectively. Since Y  is a normal q'-subgroup of G which normalizes 
Q, we have Y  < Cjj(Q). Therefore, U < Cq (H)  and [if, Q] — [X, V).  
Suppose [if, Q] is nontrivial. Then the of-group X  acts nontrivially on the 
cyclic and therefore directly indecomposable g-group V . On the other hand,
V  =  Cy(X) x [Xj V] [see Gorenstein (1968, Theorem 5.2.3)]; so Cy(X) = 1 and
V  = [.H , Q}. We then have V  n CQ(H) = 1, so U D V  =  1. Since Q = U V  and
U <  Cg(if), Dedekind’s Law jrields that U = Cq {H).  □
Let G be a group with a metacyclic factorization G = S K . For any set ir of 
prime numbers, we denote the Hall 7r-subgroup of a cyclic group C  by C». Then 
we have the following lemma.
Lem m a 3.3.4 To each set ir of prime divisors o f the order o f G, the subgroup 
H  = SXK X is the unique Hall x  -subgroup of G such that Sx = S  D H  and 
K x = K  C\ H, so H  = (SC\H)(KnH).
P ro o f Since K x is normal in G, it follows that G = SXK XSX>KX>. Since 
SXK X fl SX’K X. = 1, we have |G| =  |5irK’. | |5 ir/ifir»|. Therefore H  = SXK X is a 
Hall 7r-subgroup of G.  Dedekind’s Law yields that S D H  = Sx and K C \H  = K x ; 
thus the proof is now complete. □
Throughout the remainder of this section, we keep the following notation.
N otation  3.3.5
(i) G denotes a metacyclic group with a metacyclic factorization G = S K .
(ii) 7r denotes the set {p  £ 7 r ( G )  : G has a normal Hall p'-subgroup }.
(iii) H  denotes the Hall it-subgroup SXK X .
(iv) N  denotes the intersection of all Hall p' -subgroups fo r  p £ 7r.
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Then N  is the normal Hall 7r'-subgroup of G [see Robinson (1982, 9.2.1) 
or Suzuki (1986, (4.5.8))]. Since is a Hall 7r'-subgroup of G, we have
N  =  S+K+, so N  = (Sr\N)(KDN). We also know that H  £  G/N  is nilpotent. 
Of course H  =  (SC\H)(KC\H). We have a semidirect decomposition G = HN  
with Hall subgroups as semidirect factors.
Definition 3.3.6 The decomposition G = H N  is called the standard Hall- 
decomposition for the metacyclic factorization G =  SK.
Keeping the above notation fixed, we also define some notation. For any q in 
7r', define q := {p £ x ' : p < q}; for any subset w  of x ', define := SWKW. 
Then we have the following.
Lem m a 3.3.7 Keeping the above notation, we have
(i) K+ =  a  n N-
(ii) S+ = Uqe*' Cn, (HN4) < CN(H);
(iii) S+ O K*. =  1.
P roo f If G is nilpotent, then ir(N) is empty, so the results are vacuous. As­
sume that G is nonnilpotent. Then N  is nontrivial. Let q be in tt(JV). Then 
S  f| Nq = Sq and K  fl Nq = Kq. Since Kx is a normal 7r-subgroup of G, it 
is contained in Ox(G), that is, in Ch {N)- Thus H  normalizes Nq and so does 
HN§. Since [HN§,Nq] is nontrivicd, we have, from Lemma 3.3.3,
K q = [HN4,N q\, Sq = CNv(HNq) < CN(H)
and Sq fl Kq = 1 for all q £ 7r(N).  Thus (ii) and (iii) follow immediately. It 
remains to show that Kx> = G' fl N . It is obvious that Kq = [HN$, Nq] for every 
q G *(N)  implies that K^i < G', so K *./ < G' D N . Since G' < K,  we also have 
G' n N  < K  fl N  = K+. Thus K+ =  G' n N. □
We have an immediate consequence of the above lemma by observing that the 
conjugacy class of H and N  are determined by G.
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T heorem  3 .3 .8  Let G be a group with a metacyclic factorization G =  S K . 
Let G =  H N  be the standard Hall-decomposition for this metacyclic factor­
ization. Then N  =  (SC\N)(KC\N) is a split metacyclic factorization with 
S ON <  C n (H).  No matter how we choose a metacyclic factorization G =  S K , 
the subgroup K  fl N is independent of the choice of the factorization and the 
conjugacy class of S fl N is also independent of the choice of the factorization.
D efin ition  3 .3 .9  Let G be a metacyclic group. A metacyclic factorization 
G =  S K  is called standard if \S\ >  \X\ and \K\ <  1^ 1 for every meta­
cyclic factorization G =  X Y . If G =  S K  is a standard metacyclic factor­
ization with the standard Hall-decomposition G =  H N , then the factorization 
G =  (SnH)(KnH)(SnN)(KnN)  is called a standard factorization of G.
Let G =  S K  be a given metacyclic factorization with the standard Hall- 
decomposition G =  H N  of odd order. Let )C denote the set of all cyclic normal 
subgroups Y  such that H /Y  is cyclic and Y  <  Ox((7). Then K  fl H  belongs 
to the set )C, so the set is nonempty. Choose Y  in K. so that Y  is of least 
order in the set. Then, from Lemma 3.3 .2 , there exists a cyclic subgroup X  such 
that H  =  X Y  and |X | =  exp i f . Define S* := X ( S n N )  and K m := Y ( K n N ) .  
Then |5*| is maximal and \K m\ is minimal. By Lemma 3 .3 . 1, G =  S*K m is a 
metacyclic factorization and so it is a standard metacyclic factorization of G. 
Moreover S'O H  =  X  and K 'D H  =  Y ; S'D N  =  SCiN and K*C\N =  KC\N. 
This observation proves the existence of standard metacyclic factorization.
Lem m a 3 .3 .10  Every metacyclic group of odd order has a standard metacyclic 
factorization.
The following result also follows from the above observation.
Lem m a 3.3 .11 A metacyclic factorization G =  S K  of a metacyclic group G of 
odd order is standard if and only if for ever~y p in 7r, Hp =  SPK P is an Op(G)- 
standard metacyclic factorization (as defined in Section 3 . 1) .
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3.4 P resen tin g  m etacyclic  groups o f  odd  order
In this section, we propose presentations of certain form for metacyclic groups 
of odd order. It will be proved that most parameters involved in the proposed 
presentations are determined as some invariants of the isomorphism types of 
groups so defined. We first define 8-tuples of positive integers which will serve 
as parameters of such presentations. We use the notation \m mod n |, 7r(m) and 
m(p) as defined in Section 1.3.
Let ft be the set of all 8-tuples (a,/3,7,£, e,£,7/,0) of positive integers such 
that for p := lcm{g— 1 : q E 7r(£)} (when (  = 1, p 1) and k := \9 mod f |, 
the following conditions hold:
8 I 7> 7  I ßö, ß  I a ,
A ß)  £  *(7)>
*•(£) C tt(C),
7r(a5) Pi 7r(Q = 0, 
rf = 1 mod C,
0a = 1 mod 
0^ = 1 mod C, 
gcd(07/-l,C) = 1,
Vp € 7r(a$), 0 (p ) <  7(P) => A p) ~ ß{p) < Ap)-
We shall estabhsh some notation.
N otation 3.4.1 Given two positive integers m  and n, the number (m|n) denotes 
the smallest nonnegative solution of the simultaneous congruence system
x =  p mod pn p^\  p E 7T(n).
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Note that if m  divides n then m  =  gcd((m |n),n).
Let (a ,/? ,7 , e , f , 7/ , 6) be a fixed element in such that a ,/? ,7 , £,e  and (  
are odd numbers. We define a presentation with the generating set
{ x , y , u , v }
and the following defining relations:
i a =  y ß ,
y*  =  y 1+ W ß l K y ßS =  1,
9IIH3 ts II jS
v x =  v9, pII
9)s>
We denote the presentation by p (a , /? ,7 , 5, £,£,7/,#) and call such a presenta­
tion a standard presentation. Keeping the other parameters fixed, we sometimes 
abbreviate it to p (t/ , 0), or p (0), or p(77), or p.
R em ark 3 .4 .2  A consistent metacyclic presentation for the group defined by a 
standard presentation may be given as follows:
( a , b \ a ac =  4 ^  =  1, ba =  bn )
where n is the smallest nonnegative integer such that
n =  l+ ( 7 |/35) mod ßS
<
n =  Tjß mod (.
Then we have following theorem.
T heorem  3 .4 .3  Every metacyclic group of odd order has a standard presentation 
and each standard presentation defines a metacyclic group of odd order. The pa­
rameters a , ß , 7 ,S, and the multiplicative order k of 0 modulo £ are uniquely 
determined by the isomorphism type of the group so presented.
Note that 7 , 0 are not invariants in general. We divide the proof of the theorem 
into several lemmas.
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L em m a 3 .4 .4  Let G be a metacyclic group of odd order and G =  X Y U V  a 
standard factorization. Then G has a standard presentation p (a ,/? ,7 , 6, e, £, 77, 0) 
where
a =  \X •. x n n  ß  =  \Y: Xn y |,  7  =  1 r:S = e = \U\,C= \V\.
Proof Set H:= XY, N  := UV,S := XU  and := Remember that
G =  H N  is the standard Hall-decomposition for the metacyclic factorization 
G =  S K . Define x, zu to be the set of all prime divisors of orders of i f  and N , 
respectively. Then x =  x(a£), because \X\ =  exp i f .  If K q =  1 for some q in 
zu, then Sq'Kqi is a normal Hall g'-subgroup, so q is contained in x but this is 
not the case. Thus for every q in zu, we have K q ^  1 and hence zu =  x (£). So
*( e )  £  * ( < ) •
Since x  and zu are disjoint,
x(a<£) D x(£) =  0 .
By Lemma 3.1.3 and Lemma 3.3.11,
6 I T, 7 I ß&, ß I a
and
Aß)  c Al ) -
By Lemma 3.1.3, for every p G x, the Sylow p-subgroup of i f  has the following 
presentation:
( x p-> Vp I *
“(p)
= ypM,) P yP*PHS{P) =  1, vlp =  2/_  , . i +p7(,) )•
Let a: := Ilpe* xp a-nd V := (Ilpe*ypP'Y where ay  is the p'-component of a  and 
s =  (ß\ ß6) / ß.  A routine verification shows that
= yßS = 1, yx =
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Let 9 be a positive integer such that
and set
K := 19 mod ( |.
Then k =  \H : Ot(G )|. It is obvious that n | a , /c | /*, here p  as defined in the 
beginning of this section. So we have
9a =  1 mod 9ß =  1 mod (.
Since the metacyclic factorization {xp)(yp) of each Sylow p-subgroup of H  is 
Op(G)-standard, it is obvious from Lemma 3.1.3(iii) that
if ß(p) <  7(p) then a(p) -  ß(p) < n(p).
Choose generators u, v of f/, V, respectively. Of course,
ue =  1, v** =  1.
Next let r\ be a positive integer such that
Then
Tjc EE 1 mod (.
If G is nilpotent, then N  =  1, or equivalently (  =  1. If G is not nilpotent, let q 
be a prime in zu. Since G =  H N  is the standard Hall-decomposition, the Hall 
(/'-subgroups axe not normal. Thus Sq> acts nontrivially on K q and so does on 
£li(Kq) [see Suzuki (1986, Corollary, p. 74)]. Thus S acts nontrivially on £li(Kq). 
It follows that gcd(0rj—l , g)  =  1. So in either case
gcd(07/—1,C) =  1.
We have observed that the parameters a ,/? ,7 , £,£,CiV and 9 satisfy the condi­
tions for the parameters of standard presentations. So it gives rise to a standard
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presentation p(a,/3,7,£,e,£,7/,0). The generating set (x , y , u , v ) of G satisfies 
the defining set of relations of p. Thus G is a homomorphic image of a group 
defined by the standard presentation p. The presentation p  defines a metacyclic 
group of order at most aß8e(,  so p is a standard presentation of G. □
Let G :=  v) be a fixed group defined by the standard presentation
p(a,/?,7,£, Throughout the remainder of this section, k denotes the
multiplicative order 19 mod £| and we keep the following notation fixed
H  := {x,y), N  := (u, v)
X  := (*>, Y  := (y);
U: = (u), V := (»);
S  := X U , if := yV;
7T := 7T(H), tu := *( N)
Lemma 3.4.5
(i) H is a nilpotent metacyclic subgroup with the presentation
(x , y  I x“ = = 1, y* = y1+WW)
and \H\ = aß8, \H/H'\ = a7, exp H = a 8 .
(ii) N  is a metacyclic normal subgroup of order with the presentation
(u,v  I uc = 1, u** = 1, vu = v11).
(iii) G = S K  is a metacyclic factorization with the standard Hall-decomposition 
G = H N .
(iv) Ox(G) = (xK,y) and hence \H : Ox(G)| = ac.
Proof Let
H:= {a, 6 | a“ = 6s , tf* 1, ba = 61+MW )
and
N:= (c,dI ce = 1, /  = 1, <T = d?)
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Obviously \H\ < aß 8. For each prime divisor p of a8, there is a homomorphism 
from H  onto the group defined by
( ö p) bp a f (r> = b f ' \  =  1, b°'=  b*+p7,'>)
We know from Theorem 3.1.4 that the latter group has order p“h>)+0h>)+i(»>); the 
intersection of the kernels of these homomorphisms has index aß8. This proves 
that \H\ =  aß8 and H  is the direct product of the p-groups defined by the pre­
sentations displayed above. In particular, these p-groups are the Sylow subgroups 
of H. So H  is nilpotent. By the cyclic extension theory, N  is a metacyclic group 
of order The group (aK,b) is a normal subgroup of index ac in the group H 
so defined, while N  has an automorphism of order k such that c »—► c, d h-* dr. 
Consequently,
ca = c, d* = d°, cb = c, d6 = d
define a nontrivial action of H  c*n N  with kernel H * = (aK,6), and we may form 
a semi direct product G = H  k N  accordingly. The set {a, 6, c, d} of elements 
in G generates G, and the elements satisfy all the relations of G. So G is 
a homomorphic image of G. On the other hand, the subgroup H of G is a 
homomorphic image of H and the subgroup N  of G is a homomorphic image of 
N  and N  < G, so G = H N . Hence
|G| < |G| < \H\\N\ < |fi||W | = |G|.
It follows that H = H, N  = N  and G = G. From Lemma 3.3.1, we know that 
G = S K  is a metacyclic factorization. Consequently, G is a metacyclic group of 
order aß8e(.
Suppose there exists a prime q in zu such that a Hall q'-subgroup is normal 
in G. Then Sq>Kqt is normal in G, so [Sq>,Kq] = 1. On the other hand, the 
condition gcd(Or)—l , f )  = 1 implies that gcd(#7/—l,g) = 1 , so gcd(0rjqC — 1, q) = 1 
since 7]qt = q mod q by Fermat’s Little Theorem. This amounts to saying that 
Sq> acts nontrivially on Kq, contradicting [Sq>,Kq] = 1. Thus there are no q in
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tu such that a Hall g'-subgroup is normal in G. So we have
=  {p £ *{G) : G has a normal Hall p'-subgroup }.
Thus G =  H N  is the standard Hall-decomposition for G =  S K . Finally, we 
easily observe tha t
\H/H'\ =  07, exp i f  =  a8, Ox(G) =  if*.
The proof is now complete. □
L e m m a  3 .4 .6  The parameters a , /?, 7, 6, e, f  and k are invariants of G .
P ro o f Since iV is the intersection of all normal Sylow complements, we know 
th a t \N\ is an invariant of G, and hence \H\ =  a ß 8 is also an invariant. By the 
above lemma, ß  and k are invariants.
For every p £ x, we define ep :=  exp(ifp/ifp ), f p := \HP\/exp  Op(G) and 
gp :=  p0(p)+*(p), where Hp is the Sylow p-subgroup of i f .  Then obviously ep, f p 
are invariants for every p £ i r . The gp are also invariants since p ^ p) and pKbd 
are invariants. Moreover, we observe that ep =  max(pabd5pa(p)+'dp)- ^(p)) and 
f p =  min(pa(p),p0(p)+*(p)). Let x* be the set {p £ x : f p =  <7P}. Then x* 
and 7r—X* are determined by the isomorphism type of G. If f p =  <7P then 
«(p) >  /?(p) +  k(p ) ; hence /?(p) >  7(p), so ep =  pa(p). If fp < gp then 
<*{p) < ß{p) +  *(p) and hence f p =  pa(p). Therefore, a  =  UPe^  ePUPe^-^ f P 
is an invariant. Since exp i f  =  a8 and | i f / i f 71 =  07 are invariants, and so are 7 
and 8.
Since U =  S  fl N  and V =  K  D N, we know from Theorem 3.3.8 th a t \U\ =  e 
and |V| =  (  are also invariants of G. □
Now the three lemmas above provide a proof of Theorem 3.4.3. Keeping the 
above notation, we also have a consequence of the above lemmas.
C orollary 3 .4 .7  G =  X Y U V  is a standard factorization.
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P r o o f Let G =  X qYqUqVq be a standard factorization. Since |-X"| =  |X0|, by 
Theorem 3.3.8, we only need to show that \Y\ = |Yb|. By Lemma 3.4.4, G 
has a standard presentation p (a 0,/?0,7o, £o, £o, Co, *7o, 90) with |Yo| =  ßo80. By 
Lemma 3.4.6, we have ß  =  ß0 and 8 = 80. Thus |y |  = ßS = ßo8o — |Yb|5 as 
required. □
3,5 Isom orp h ism  P rob lem
The aim of this section is to solve the isomorphism problem for groups G defined 
by standard presentations p (a ,/? ,7 , 8, e, £, 77, 9). We have already seen that the 
param eters a , /? ,7 ,£, and the multiplicative order k of 0 modulo £ are invari­
ants of G. So we keep these parameters fixed throughout this section. We only 
need to determine which values of 77 and 0 give isomorphic met acyclic groups for 
the given param eters a , /? ,7 ,# ,£ ,£  and k . W here necessary, we write G(r]) or 
G(9) or G(t/, 0) instead of G to indicate tha t the groups depend on 77 or 9 or 
both  7/ and 9. Note tha t the relevant range of (77,#) is the set
{ (t/ , 0) : (a ,/? ,7 , 0,e ,C ,77, 0) € ft, 19 mod ( | =  «}
for the fixed positive integers ct,ß, 7 ,#, and k . Note tha t k satisfies
n(p) <  a(p), k(p ) < p(p)
whenever p 6 7r , and
if ß(p) <  7 (p) then a(p) -  ß{p) < n(p).
We here have some examples which illustrate our problem.
E x a m p le  Define
G, :=  (a,6,<f I a9 =  63,69 =  1,6° =  = l,<f* =  d?,db =  d 
G2 := (a,bd| a9 =  63,69 =  1,6“ =  1 = d \ d b = d),
G3 :=  ( a,b ,d \  a3 =  63,69 =  1,6“ =  b4, £  =  1 ,da = d2,db =  d),
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Ga := ( a , 6 ,d I a3 = 53 ,69 = 1 , 6a = 64 ,d 7 = l,d° =  d4 ,d* = d).
The groups G\ and G2 axe isomorphic because the map a *—*■ a2, a35, c t—> c,
d h-> d defines an isomorphism of Gi and (x2. We shall see that G2 and G4 are 
not isomorphic.
Now we return to general situation with the following lemma.
Lem m a 3.5.1
G(rji,0i) =  G(tj2,92) *=> G(rju 9,) S  G(rju 02 j, G(rju 02) ^  G(V2l 02).
P roof Suppose G(r]i,0i) = G(t]2,92). Then there exists a metacyclic group 
G which has standard presentations £>(771, #i) and p(r]2,02). For i = 1,2, let 
{xj, 2/j, u,-, V»} be a generating set of G which satisfies the defining relations of 
p(r]i,0i). Then (tii,vi) = (u2 ,v2); we denote this common subgroup by N.  
We may assume that (x i, t/i ) = (x2,y2) by replacing the generators by the rel­
evant conjugates if necessary; H denotes this common subgroup. By Corol­
lary 3.4.7, G = (xi)(yi){ui)(vi) is a standard factorization and hence [H, = 1
and [7/»,N] =  1 for each i =  1,2. It follows from Theorem 3.3.8 that (vi) = (v2) . 
So Vi =  for some integer n . We observe that
vp = K r  = K )*2 =
Thus the generating set {z2, t/2, «1 , i>i} satisfies £>(771, 02), so G(r)i, 0\) =  G(7ft,92) 
and G(t]i ,02) = G(tj2,02). The other direction of the statement is obvious; the 
proof is now complete. □
By the above result, we only need to investigate the isomorphism problem for 
fixed 77 and that for fixed 0 , respectively. We first consider the problem for fixed 
9 . It will turn out that this case is much easier than the other.
Lem m a 3.5.2
G(r]i) = G(t]2) 3s e z  : 771 = 77'  mod f, (s,e) =  1 .
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P ro o f Let X Y U V  be a standard factorization corresponding to a standard 
presentation p(rj). Let x,2/,u,i; be the corresponding generators to the stan­
dard presentation. Write 77 for the homomorphism of U into Aut V  defined by 
ufj : v vn. Suppose G(tji) = <2(772). Let G be a metacyclic group which has 
the standard presentations p(77i) and £>(772). For each i = 1, 2, choose a stan­
dard factorization G = XiYiUiVi which yields the standard presentation p(r]i). 
Remember that Vi = V2 and U\ is conjugate to Z/ 2 • Since Aut Vi is abelian, it 
follows from Lemma 2.1.6 that U\fji = So there is an integer s such that
771 =  772 mod (  and (.»,£) = 1. The proof of the converse is obvious: in fact, 
p(77i) is obtained from £>(772) by simply changing the generator u to it*. □
We now investigate the isomorphism problem for fixed 77.
Let H  = (x,i/) be the group given by the defining relations
= / , / *  = l, yx =  2/1+ww
and let H* := (x*, y ) . Let N  =  (it, v) be the group given by the defining relations
uc = 1, 1/ = 1, vu = vn.
Note that H  and N  axe independent of 0 . Write 9 : H  — » Aut N  for the action 
of H  on N  defined by xO : it 1—> it, v »-> v9 and yO = 1. We may view G(0) 
as H «ff N. Then obviously H* is the common kernel of the actions by 9 for all 
possible alternatives 9 .
Suppose that H N  = H «^ N. Set Gi := H «$. N  for i = 1, 2 . Suppose 
r  is an isomorphism of G\ onto <22- These two groups have the same set of 
elements; H  and N  and all their subgroups are subgroups in both G\ and G2. 
Since Ow((2i) =  N  = Ow((22) and G[ Pi N = (v) = G'2 fl N , we must have 
N r — N  and (v)r = (v) . Since 0 *.((2i) = H* = 0 ^(G2), the isomorphism r  
also maps H* to H *. Replacing r  by its composite with an inner automorphism 
if necessary, we can arrange r  also maps H to H . So we may assume that r  
normalizes H . In that case r  induces an automorphism on H/H*’, since H/H*
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is generated by xH *, we have
(xt)H* =  z ' f f *
for some integer t , which may be chosen so that 0 < t < k and is then determined 
by r .  It follows from Lemma 2.1.6 that
v (x Oi )t  =  (v t ) ( x t 92).
Then we have
vdl = v(xÖi)
= [v (x 9i )t ]t ~1
=  [(v t ) ( x t 92)]t ~ 1
= [{vr)(xt92)]T~1 (because x t  = xl mod ker#2)
=  [(v r )^]r_1 (because vr  G (u))
=  (u rr -1)^.
This shows that
=  9\ mod
Of course here we had t [ h  G NAuth {H*) and (x t ) H * = x lH *.
Conversely, suppose that p G N A u t w i t h  (xp)H* = x lH* for some 
integer t such that 9\ =  9\ mod (. Consider the permutation r  : (h,n) i—► (hp,n) 
of the common set of elements if  x N  of if  k0~ fV and H . This r  stabilizes 
if  x 1 and 1 x N, and its restrictions to these subgroups are automorphisms. 
In order to prove that r  is an isomorphism from if  N  to i f  N, from 
Theorem 2.1.7, it remains to verify that (n(h9\))T =  (nT)(hr92) holds as /i, n 
range through the generating sets of if, JV, respectively. With h = y, it holds 
because y and yp he in the common kernel if* of 9\ and 92. With n = u, the 
assertion holds because u is a fixed point of the common image of 9\ and 92. In 
the remaining case h = x, n = v, and
(v(x9i))r = (v °1)t  = v01
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while
(vt)(xtÖ2) =  v(xpß2)
= v(xt92)
=
= t>*.
We have thus proved the following.
Lemma 3.5.3
HJV “  Hk*  N<=>• € NAuIW(JT) : Ö! s  0$ mod f
/or some integer t satisfying (xp)H* = x lH m.
Note that the map (xH * i—► xlH*) i—♦ 0 < t < /c, determins the natural iso­
morphism between Aut ( H/ Hm) and the multiplicative group of units of reduced 
residues modulo a c .  Let $  be the isomorphic copy of the group NAuth {H*) I h/ h • 
in the multiplicative group of the units of reduced residues [smallest nonnega­
tive representatives of residue classes] modulo ac . Then we conclude the following 
result.
Theorem 3.5.4 The standard presentations p(r],9) and p(r]\9') define iso­
morphic groups if and only if (i) there exists a positive integer s such that 
T)* =  rf mod (  and (s,e) = 1 and (ii) there exists an integer t in $  such that 
O' = 9l mod f .
Now we shall give an explicit description of $ , which enables us to list all 
isomorphism types of the metacyclic groups of odd order. For each positive 
integer t and for each prime p, let t\jp\ be the remainder obtained on dividing t 
by pK(p' : that is, the unique integer such that
0 5: £[p] < P*^ p\  t = t[p] mod pK^p\
Since H  is nilpotent, it is the direct product J]Peir as the Hp are characteristic 
in H , we also have Aut H  = Y\p£ir Aut Hp by identifying them; moreover,
N Aut h (H' )  =  n N Aut h, ( h ;)
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and
Naut H ( H * ) l H/H* — I I
p€*
In terms of reduced residues modulo k and modulo the pK'p\  this amounts to 
the following. If p 6 NAuti/f#*) and (xp)H* = x lH * with 0 < t < k, then 
t\p\ corresponds to the component of pin/H• m the direct factor indexed by p 
in the direct decomposition displayed above, in the same sense as t corresponds 
to pI h/h •• Conversely, according to the Chinese Remainder Theorem, t can be 
recovered from the t\p].
For any p in 7r , we define u>(p) to be the second term of the sequence obtained 
by arranging a(p) — /c(p), ß(p) — /c(p), 7 (p), 7 (p) — 6(p) in nonincreasing order. 
In Section 3.2 we calculated |NAut/f,(#p)|- Since the relevant set, 4>(p) say, of 
reduced residues is the unique subgroup of that order in the cyclic group of units 
of reduces residues modulo p*b>), we may identify $(p) as follows.
T heorem  3.5.5 If  n(p) = 0 then 4>(p) = 1. Suppose n(p) > 0 . i f  ß(p) < u>(p) 
then $(p) = {£ € Z : 0 < £ < pK^p\  gcd (t,p) = 1}, while if  ß(p) > u>(p) 
then $(p) = { t € Z : 0 < £ < pK^p\  t = 1 mod }. Moreover,
$ = { £ G Z : 0 < £ < k, for any p G 7r, t\p] G 4>(p) }.
3.6 M etacyclic  {p,q}-grou p s
Applying the result developed so far, we shall determine the metacyclic groups 
whose order have only two prime divisors. For the sake of simplicity, we only 
consider nonnilpotent metacyclic groups of this kind. In this case the situation 
is relatively simple so that we can here explicitly list a set of complete and ir- 
redundant representatives of the isomorphism types of those groups in terms of 
standard presentations. Throughout this section, let p, q be two odd prime num­
bers such that p divides q — 1, and let p be the largest integer such that pp 
divides q — 1.
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Let r  be the set of all 5-tuples (a ,/? ,7 ,8, k) of nonnegative integers satisfying 
the following conditions:
(i) a  >  ß  >  7 — 8 >  0;
(ii) either 7 >  1 or ß  =  0;
(iii) 1 <  k <  m in(a,/i);
(iv) either >  7  or a  -  ß  <  k .
Let A be the set of all triples (e,f,7/) of nonnegative integers satisfying
e + i / > ( > i 7 > 0 .
Let a, /?, 7 , £ , C, r j  be given nonnegative integers such that 
(a ,/? ,7 ,6 ,/c) € T and ( e , C , * 7 )  € A
and let 9 be a primitive p*th root of unity modulo . Then we define a presen­
tation with the generating set consisting of x , y , u , v  and the following defining 
relations:
= y pß ,
y *  =  y 1+p\
rHII
i.
ux =  U, U V =  U, U qt
v x =  v 9, VV =  V, v u
We here denote the presentation by (a, /3, 7 ,8, e, f , 77,0). Then the presentation is 
a standard presentation of a nonnilpotent metacyclic group of order pa+P+6qc+( 
and every nonnilpotent metacyclic {p, q } -group has a presentation of this form. 
We have also shown that the parameters a, /?,7,£, and the multiplicative or­
der k of 0 modulo q1* are determined by the isomorphism type of the group so 
presented. We observe that 7 is also an invariant of that group. In fact, the nor­
mal Sylow q-subgroup of a group defined by the presentation has a presentation
(u,v : uqC =  1, vqC =  1, vu =  v l+q’t).
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We observe easily that Q /Q ' = C(qc) x C(qv). Since e is an invariant, 77 is also 
invariant.
It follows that (a, ...,0) =  (a ',...,9 ') if and only if a  =  a 7, . . . , 7 7  =  77' while 
0 and 9' are in the same orbit of $ . The listing of representatives of the iso­
morphism types of metacyclic {p, <7}-groups with invariants a , . . . , 7 7  has therefore 
been reduced to listing representatives of the orbits of $  on the set of elements 
9 of multiplicative order pK in the group of units of reduced residues modulo p**. 
Since these 9 are permuted regularly by the group of units of reduced residues 
modulo p*, this amounts to listing representatives of the cosets of $  (as de­
fined in Theorem 3.5.4) in that group. There is a chain of subgroups from $  to 
that group, the index of one term in the next being p, ...,p ,p — 1. Choosing an 
obvious transversal for each term in the nest and then forming the product of 
these transversals, we obtain the desired transversal of $ .  An explicit list of such 
representatives may be determined as follows. Let u> = u>(a,/?,7,8, k ) to be the 
second term of the sequence obtained by arranging
c t - K ,  ß  -  K, 7, 7 - 8
in nonincreasing order. When ß  < a;, define A =  A (a ,/3 ,7 ,£ ,k) := {1}; other­
wise define
ß  — LJ — l
A := { i (1 -f- SjjP) £ Z, 1 <  i <  p — 1, 0 <  Sj < p -  1}.
j = 1
Then A (a ,ß , 7, 6, «) is a transversal of the subgroup $  in the multiplicative group 
of the units of reduced residues modulo pk.
Let 9k denote the smelliest positive p*th root of unity modulo q**. We have 
proved the following.
T heorem  3.6.1 The presentations
(<*>/?> 7, *7*0«)
with (a ,/? ,7 , k) £ T, (£,£,77) £ A and s £ A (a ,/? ,7 ,£ , k) form  a complete 
and irredundant set of representatives of the isomorphism types o f nonnilpotent 
metacyclic {p, q} -groups.
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C h a p te r  4
F a ith fu l irreducib le
re p re se n ta tio n s  of m etacyc lic  
g roups
Most of this chapter is devoted to the study of faithful irreducible representa­
tions of metacyclic groups. The aim is to explore how the study for a given 
metacyclic group may be reduced to the analogous study for some subgroups. 
A correspondence between such representations of a metacyclic group of odd or­
der and irreducible representations of the centre of the Fitting subgroup will be 
established. This provides a complete reduction of the problem of determining 
faithful irreducible representations of a metacyclic group of odd order to a simi­
lar problem for that abelian characteristic subgroup. We will also find that this 
yields, at least in principle, a solution to the conjugacy problem for isomorphic 
metacyclic subgroups of the general linear groups.
4.1 T h e represen tation  th eo ry  o f  cyclic  groups
The representation theory of finite cyclic groups for arbitrary fields seems to be 
part of the folklore; we present some of the main results from the theory without 
proof.
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T h eorem  4.1.1 Let G be a cyclic group of order n , and let F be a field. Then 
the set of all isomorphism types of irreducible F G-modules is bijective with the set 
of all monic irreducible polynomials in F[x] that divide xn — 1. Given a generator 
g of G, one may define such a bijection by associating with each irreducible FG- 
module the minimal polynomial of g on that module.
T h eorem  4 .1 .2  If G is a cyclic group of order n and F is a field whose char­
acteristic does not divide n , then the isomorphism types of the faithful irreducible 
FG-modules correspond to the irreducible divisors of the n th  cyclotomic polyno­
mial in F[x]; these all have the same degree, d say. If F is a finite field, then d 
is the smallest positive integer such that n divides |F —1. The endomorphism 
rings of the faithful irreducible modules also have dimension d over F .
T h eorem  4 .1 .3  In any general linear group, there is at most one conjugacy class 
of cyclic irreducible subgroups of any given finite order.
4.2 Faithful irreducible representations
In this section, we shall investigate some principal results on faithful irreducible 
representations of metacyclic groups.
Clifford’s Theorem states that if N  is a normal subgroup of a finite group G 
and V  is an irreducible FG-module for a field F, then the restriction V [ h is 
a completely reducible F N -module and its irreducible submodules form a class 
of G-conjugate FN-modules. Let IF be an irreducible submodule of V [N and 
T  the inertia group of W, that is, T = { t  £ G : W l =  W }.  Note that T  
is determined by V  up to conjugacy; in other words, the G-conjugacy class 
of T  does not depend on the particular choice of IF. If U  is the sum of all 
submodules of V [N isomorphic to W , then U is an irreducible FT-module such 
that U \G =  V  and U [N =  W®m, the direct sum of m  copies of W  for some 
positive integer m.
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We shall develop a strengthened form of Clifford’s Theorem in our case. We 
first fix some notation. Let G be a metacyclic group and K  a fixed cyclic normal 
subgroup such that G /K  is cyclic. Define A := Cg(K ). We first need the 
following two lemmas.
Lem m a 4 .2.1 The group A is a normal abelian subgroup of G with Cg(A) = A. 
In particular A is maximal among the abelian subgroups of G .
We omit the easy proof of the above lemma.
Lem m a 4 .2.2 I f L is a subgroup of A such that A /L  is cyclic and cores L = 1, 
then
(i) C g(A/L) = A-,
(ii) \A /L \=expA .
P ro o f (i) Since each subgroup of K  is characteristic in K  and so normal in G, 
it follows from coreo L — 1 that LC\K = 1. Let N  be the normalizer of L . Since 
N /A  acts faithfully on K  and K L / L = K/(KC\L) = K  are N -isomorphisms, the 
action of N/A  on KL /L  is faithful. As KL < A , it follows that Cg(A/L)  < A. 
The other direction of inequality is obvious, so the result follows.
(ii) L contains the subgroup consisting of all |A /L |th powers of ele­
ments of A. The subgroup A^a l^  ^ is normal in G and L is core-free and thus 
A\a/l\ = 1. Since A /L  is cyclic, there exists a cyclic subgroup of order \A/L\.  It 
follows that \A/L\ = exp A. □
We then have an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.2.2(i).
Corollary 4 .2.3 Let W  be an irreducible FA-module with coreckerW  = 1. I f  
F is a splitting field for A , then the inertia group of W  is A itself.
Now we have the main theorem of this section.
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T heorem  4.2.4 Let F be a field and G a metacyclic group with a normal sub­
group A chosen as before. Let V be a faithful irreducible FG -module, let W  be 
an irreducible submodule of V[A, and let T  be the inertia subgroup of W . Then
(i) coreckerW  = 1;
(ii) if  F has nonzero characteristic, then there exists an FT-module U such 
that U]G ^  V and U[A = W ;
(iii) if  F is finite, then the image of T in GL(U) normalizes an irreducible 
cyclic subgroup of order \U\ — 1 in GL{U) ( namely the group of nonzero 
elements of the linear span of the image of A).
P ro o f By Clifford’s Theorem, there exists an FT-module U such that U]G = V 
and U Ia — , the direct sum of m  copies of W  for some positive integer m .
Set L := ker U, then cor ec L — 1 since V  is faithful and ke iV  = coieakeiU. 
Each subgroup of K  is characteristic in K  and hence normal in G; we have 
K  D L = 1. Thus [K,L\ = 1, and hence L < A, L — kerV^ and A/L  is cyclic. 
Therefore Cg(A/L) = A by Lemma 4.2.2(i). Incidentally, we have proved (i).
Since W  is irreducible, E ndp^^ is a division ring; the linear F-span of the 
image of A in EndpVF is a commutative F-algebra in the division ring. So 
it is semisimple. It follows from Wedderburn’s Structure Theorem that the F- 
span of the image of A is a field: call it E. Then E is a splitting field for 
A. Since W  is irreducible, dimpW = 1, so dimpW' = dimpE =: d, say. (In 
fact, E = EndpyiB^.) By Theorem (9.21) and Corollary (10.2h) in Isaacs (1976), 
W  ®f E = W\ ® • • • © Wd where the are different Gal (E|F)-conjugates of a 
one-dimensional EA-module. For any t £ T , = W  means that Wf  is also
isomorphic to an irreducible direct summand of W  ®p E , so = Wj  for some 
integer j  such that 1 < j  < d. Since = (IF/1)*2 for all i = 1 ,...,d  and t i , t 2
in T, the inertia subgroup T  acts on the set {1 ,...,d}. The stabilizer of each 
point i is A: for the stabilizer obviously contains A ; the other inequality follows 
from Ct (A/L) = A , ker = kerW -- L and dimpW^ = 1 for all i. Thus T
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permutes the set { l , . . . ,d }  in orbits of length |T:j4|, the number of orbits being
d/\T:A\.
Suppose the characteristic of F is not zero. By Theorem VII. 1.15 in Huppert 
and Blackburn (1982),
U <S>f E =  U\ ® • • • ® Uk
where the Uj are pairwise nonisomorphic irreducible ET-modules. Thus
e-=i uA a = ( u ® f E ) i A
=  U l A ® f E 
“  W 9m ®F E 
“  (W ®f E)®ra
= ©?=i
Let X  be an irreducible EA-submodule of Uj , and R a complete set of represen­
tatives of the cosets of T modulo A.  Then there exists i0 such that X  =  .
The sum of the X r  with r £ R is an ET-submodule of the irreducible ET-module 
t/j, so that sum is Uj, and the X r  are pairwise nonisomorphic EA -modules since 
X r  =  W[o . So their sum is a direct sum; thus dimEUj = \T : A\ =  dimEB/i0t T. 
By the Nakayama Reciprocity,
0 ^  dimEHomEj4(Wi0, Uj[A) =  dimEHomET(Wi0TT, Uj),
and a nonzero homomorphism of Wi0] T into the irreducible module Uj, of the 
same dimension as Wi0| T, must be an isomorphism, so Uj =  ] T . We observe 
that Wi0 occurs in (U ®f E)[a with multiplicity m , but in Uj[A only with 
multipHcity 1. So if m  >  1 then W{0 wotdd also occurs in some other Ui[A. 
Then Ui =  Wi0| T =  Uj would follow, contradicting that U ®f E is multipHcity 
free. This proves that m  =  1, and hence (ii) holds.
Suppose now that F is finite. We have seen that dimf U  =  dimpW =  dimpE, 
so \U\ = IE I. The image of T in End fU  normalizes the F-span E of the image 
of A,  and hence it normalizes the cychc irreducible subgroup Ex of order |Z7|—1 
in GL{U).  □
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R em ark  If the characteristic of the field is 0, the multiplicity of W  in U[A 
need not be 1. In this case we can show that the multiplicity is equal to the 
Schur index of an irreducible submodule of U 0 f F* for an algebraic closure F* 
of F, but we omit the details because we are really interested in finite fields in 
view of our motivation.
We now consider a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
faithful irreducible representations of a metacyclic group G in terms of the abelian 
normal subgroup A. We prove the following result.
T heorem  4.2.5 G has a faithful irreducible representation over a field F if and 
only if the characteristic of F does not divide exp A and there exists a subgroup 
L of A such that A /L  is cyclic and cor ec L = 1.
The proof requires the following lemma.
Lem m a 4.2.6 Let F be a field whose characteristic does not divide the order 
of A . Let W  be an irreducible FA-module with core-free kernel. Then every 
irreducible submodule of the induced module W j G is faithful. Conversely, each 
faithful irreducible FG-module is a submodule of such a W |G.
P roo f Let V  be an irreducible submodule of W ] G. Since {W '\°)lA — © W 9 
where the direct sum is taken over all g in a transversal of A in G, we have 
V [A = So A fl ker V  < (kerW)00 for some go in G. Be­
cause A fl kerV is normal in G , this implies that A fl kerV < kerW . So 
AflkerV < coreckerW  = 1. Since [;4,kerV] = 1, we have kerV < Cc(-d) = A. 
Therefore kerF  =  1.
Given a faithful irreducible FG-module V , let W  be an irreducible con­
stituent of the FA-module V[ A. Since V[A is a sum of G-conjugates of W,  we 
have coreckerW  = 1. By the Nakayama Reciprocity,
0 ^  H e m p e n .,, W) '= HompcfK W f ) ,
Gso has a submodule isomorphic to F . □
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With Lemma 4.2.2(ii), Theorem 4.2.4(i) proves the ‘only if’ part of Theo­
rem 4.2.5; on the other hand, Lemma 4.2.6 proves the ‘if’ part. Thus the proof 
of Theorem 4.2.5 is complete.
In Section 2.4, we have characterized the finite groups having faithful irre­
ducible representations in general; applying the general result of Theorem 2.4.4, 
we may have an alternative condition for the existence of faithful irreducible 
representations of metacyclic groups.
Theorem  4.2.7 A metacyclic group has a faithful irreducible representation over 
a field F if and only if the centre of the group is cyclic and the characteristic of 
F does not divide the order of the Fitting subgroup.
P roof Since one direction of the result is well known [see Huppert and Blackburn 
(1982, Theorem VII. 13.4, Theorem VIII.3.2)], by Theorem 2.4.4 it remains to 
prove that if the centre of a metacyclic group G is cyclic and the condition for 
the field is satisfied, then the socle U of G is generated by a single element.
Suppose that the centre Z of G is cyclic and the condition for the underlying 
field is satisfied. Let G = S K  be a metacyclic factorization with a cyclic normal 
subgroup K . Suppose there axe two different minimal normal subgroups M i, M2 
of G which are G-isomorphic. Since K  is cyclic, the subgroup Mi x M2 is not 
contained in K . Without loss of generality, we assume that M2 is not contained 
in K ; then
Mi =g M2 S g M2K / K  < G/K.
So G acts trivially on Mi  x M2, that is Mi  x M2 < Z,  a contradiction to 
the assumption that Z  is cyclic. Consequently, no two distinct minimal normal 
subgroups are G-isomorphic.
Let M  be a minimal normal subgroup in G. Since no distinct minimal normal 
subgroups are G-isomorphic, the multiplicity of M  as a direct summand of U 
is 1. It follows from Lemma 2.4.2 that U is generated by a single element and 
hence the proof is complete. □
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4.3 D egrees o f faithfu l irreducib le  rep resen ta ­
tion s
In this section, we consider the degrees of faithful irreducible representations 
of metacyclic groups. We shall prove that the degrees are all the same for a 
given metacyclic group over a given field when that field has prime characteristic. 
Given this result, the problem of determining the linear isomorphism types of 
metacyclic irreducible linear groups which fall into a single abstract isomorphism 
type is equivalent to that of determining the conjugacy classes of those subgroups 
in the general linear group of the relevant degree.
Let G be a metacyclic group and A a subgroup in G chosen as before. Let F 
be a field; suppose that G has at least one faithful irreducible F-representation. 
The image of an irreducible F-representation of A with core-free kernel is cyclic; 
by Lemma 4.2.2, its order is exp .A; hence by Theorem 4.1.2, the degrees of all 
such representations are the same: call this common degree d. It follows from 
Theorem 4.2.4 that if the characteristic of F is prime then the degree of a faithful 
irreducible F-representation of G is \G\T\d, where T  is the inertia group defined 
in that theorem. Our aim in this section is to show that this T  is the same for 
all faithful irreducible F-representations of G, so these representations have a 
common degree.
Let E be a field whose characteristic does not divide exp A and which contains 
all (expA.)th roots of unity. Regarding 4  as a G-module with respect to G- 
conjugation action, the dual A* : = Hom(A.,Ex) is also a G-module with respect 
to the natural G-conjugation action:
\ a : a »—> (gag~l )A, a £ A
for every A £ A* and g £ G. In Section 2.4, we have already observed some 
usual properties of duals. In particular, every irreducible E-representation of A 
with core-free kernel generates A* as a G-module.
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Since G has at least one faithful irreducible representations over a field F, 
of course, the characteristic of F does not divide the order of A. We prove the 
following lemma.
Lemma 4.3.1 Let F be any field (o f any characteristic). All irreducible FA- 
modules W  with comaker W = 1 have the same inertia group.
Proof Let E be the field obtained by adjoining to F an element of multiplica­
tive order exp A. Let a be an irreducible F-representation of A. From Theo­
rem (9.21) and Corollary (10.2h) in Isaacs (1976), a E is the sum of the distinct 
Gal (EIF)-conjugates of some element A of A*. It follows that for any element g 
of G,
[a0] = [a] A0 is a Gal (E|F)-conjugate of A,
because [a0] = [a] <$=> [(aE)0] = [aE] [see Huppert and Blackburn (1982,
Theorem VII. 1.22) and Lemma 2.3.1]. All Galois-conjugates of A have the same 
kernel as A, so that is also the kernel of a E and hence also of a; thus if a  has core- 
free kernel, so does A. From Lemma 2.4.1, we know that if A has core-free kernel 
then A generates A* as a G-module. Since G /C c(A m) is abelian, conjugation by 
g is a G-module automorphism of A*, so if g acts on a G-module generator A 
as some element 77 of Gal(E|F), then g acts like 77 on all of A* . The conclusion 
is that if comaker a = 1 and [a0] = [a], then \ßa] =  [ß] for all irreducible 
F-representations ß  of G. □
We have already observed that the degree of a faithful irreducible representa­
tion is determined by \G:T\d when the underlying field has nonzero characteristic. 
So we here have an immediate consequence of the above lemma.
Corollary 4.3.2 The degrees of the faithful irreducible representations of a meta- 
cyclic group over a field of nonzero characteristic are all the same, and the com­
mon degree is given by \G:T\d where d is the degree of an irreducible representa­
tion of A with core-free kernel and T the inertia group of the representation of
A .
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Finally we consider the problem of recognizing the inertia group T  for a finite 
field F.
Remark 4.3.3 Let F be a finite field and let W  be an irreducible FA-module 
with the kernel L. Set N  := Ng(L)\ let N  be the natural image of N  in 
Aut(A/L). The inertia group of W  is the unique subgroup T  with
\T : A\ = \N n (a0)\
where ao is the automorphism of A /L  defined by aL »—► .
Proof The automorphism group Aut(A/L)  acts transitively on the isomorphism 
types of irreducible representations of A with kernel L . The result will immedi­
ately follow if we show that (a0) is the stabilizer of the isomorphism type of W . 
Let d := dimW and m  := |Aut(A/L)|. Then d is the smallest positive integer 
such that \F\d =  1 mod \A/L\. From the representation theory of cyclic groups, 
we know that there are precisely m /d  isomorphism types of faithful irreducible 
F(A/L)-modules. It follows that the stabilizer in Aut(A/L) of the isomorphism 
type of W  is a subgroup of index m /d in Aut (A/L)  (equivalently, of order d).
The statement W = W a says that the element a in Aut (A/L)  lies in this 
subgroup of order d. On the other hand, the group (a0) acts trivially on W.  
Since the group has order d, the group (a0) is the stabilizer of the isomorphism 
type of W.  Thus the assertion is now clear. □
4 .4  C o r r e sp o n d e n c e  T h e o r e m
In this section we shall establish a natural correspondence between the faithful 
irreducible representations of a metacyclic group of odd order and the irreducible 
representations with core-free kernel of the centre of the Fitting subgroup. This 
reduces the problem of determining the faithful irreducible representations of 
a metacyclic group of odd order to a corresponding problem for that abelian 
characteristic subgroup.
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We start with some information about the general context. Let F be a field, 
G a finite group and N  a normal subgroup. We shall use the notation W  6 IrrF-W 
to indicate that W  is an irreducible F N -module. We define
[IrrpfV] := {[W] | W  G Irrf=N, coreckerW  = 1},
the set of all isomorphism types of irreducible F N -modules with core-free kernel. 
In particular, [IrrpG] is the set of all isomorphism types of faithful irreducible 
FG-modules. Let if  be a group that acts on a set f2, the action being understood 
from the context. We denote by Fl/H the set of orbits of this action. If H = G, 
the envisaged action is usually conjugation; [Irrp7V]/G means the set of all G- 
conjugacy classes of the isomorphism types of irreducible F N -modules with core- 
free kernel. In particular, as G acts trivially on the set of the isomorphism types 
of irreducible FG-modules, [IrrpG]/G = [IrrpG].
Let V  be an irreducible FG-module and let W  be an irreducible FN -module. 
By Clifford's Theorem and the Nakayama Reciprocity, V  is isomorphic to a 
submodule of W if and only if W  is a direct summand of the F N -module V  . 
Suppose that the equivalent conditions hold. Then core^kerW = N  f l  ker V. If 
N  contains all minimal normal subgroups of G, then we easily observe that
corec ker W  = 1 <=> ker V  =  1.
There exists a surjective map from the set of the isomorphism types of irre­
ducible FG-modules onto that of the G-conjugacy classes of isomorphism types 
of irreducible F N -modules. By the above observation, this maps [IrrpG] onto 
[IrrpWj/Cx, provided N  contains the socle of G; we call the surjective restriction 
[IrrpG] — ► [IrrpN]/G  the Clifford map. This map is far from being bijective in 
general.
We need the following basic fact.
Lem m a 4.4.1 [see Rose (1978, Lemma 7.65, Theorem 7.67)] If  G is a finite 
soluble group, then Z(FitG ), the centre of the Fitting subgroup of G, contains 
the socle of G .
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The correspondence theorem may be stated as follows.
Theorem 4.4.2 Let G be a metacyclic group of odd order. I f  N  > Z(Fit G) 
and if W  G IrrfN  with coreckerW = 1, then
W ]G & - - - & V
for some V  G IrrpG with ker V = 1. Hence in this case the Clifford map between 
[IrrpCr] and [IrrpiVj/G is bijective.
Throughout the proof of the theorem, let A  := Cq{K) for a fixed cyclic 
normal subgroup K  of G such that G/K  is cyclic. Since the story for abelian 
groups is obvious, we may deal with only nonabelian metacyclic groups. So we 
assume that G > A.  We also assume that G has at least one faithful irreducible 
representation over F. (This assumption does not do harm because if it is not 
the case, the claim of the theorem is vacuously true.) Then the characteristic 
of F  does not divide the order of Fit G; hence every FA-module is completely 
reducible. We assume N  =  Z(FitG). In fact, there is no loss of generality in 
assuming this [if N  > Z(FitG) and W  € IrrpiV and if U is a submodule of 
W-lz(FitG)» then IF is isomorphic to a submodule of U]N, so W | G is isomorphic 
to a submodule of £ /|G; thus if the theorem is proved under the assumption, then 
the theorem will be proved in general].
We need the following lemma for the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 4.4.3
(i) Z(Fit G) < A,
(ii) (Fit G : A\ = \A: Z(Fit G)|.
Proof The observation Z{Y\tG) < Cc(Fit G) < Cg(K) = A proves the first 
result. The second result follows from Corollary 2.2.3, since we only need to know 
that the claim is true for every metacyclic group of odd-prime power order. □
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N ote that the first result is true for every m etacyclic group. However, the 
second result is not true for m etacyclic groups of even order in general: the 
m etacyclic 2-group ( z , y  | x 2 =  1 , y 8 =  1 , y x =  2/- 1 ) is one o f the counter­
exam ples.
For the proof of the theorem , we first start with a restriction on the field 
and then we shall consider the general case later. For the first consideration, we 
assum e that the field F is big enough so that F is a splitting field for both of A 
and N . In this special case, the inertia groups of all irreducible representations 
of A  w ith core-free kernel are equal to A , as observed in Corollary 4.2.3.
Let IF  be an irreducible F N -m odule with co reck erW  =  1. Let U be an 
irreducible subm odule of the induced FA -m odule W ] A . Then W  is isomorphic 
to a direct sum m and of the restricted F A -m odule U[ N by the Nakayama Reci­
procity, so N  fl corec ker U <  corec ker W  — 1. Since N  contains every minimal 
normal subgroup of G , we have
corec ker U =  1.
B y Corollary 4.2.3, the inertia subgroup of U is A itself, so if R  is a transversal 
of A  in F it G, then the U9 with g £  R  are pairwise nonisom orphic. Since the 
Fitting subgroup acts trivially on T V ,  we have ( W ] A)9 =  ( Wg) ] A =  W ] A for 
every g in F i t G ,  so each of the U9 with g £  R  is also a direct sum mand of 
W ] A . As these Ua are pairwise nonisomorphic, their direct sum (B9£r U9 is also 
a direct sum m and of Wj"4 . Since this sum has dimension | F i tG : A\ while W ] A 
has dim ension \A : A”| , it follows from Lem ma 4.4.3 that W ] A =■ ® 0eß U9 . Write 
V  for U]  . Then V  is a faithful irreducible F(j -module. It is obvious that
w f G =  v e  • • • ©  v,
as required. We have proved the theorem  under the restriction on the field. We 
shall show that this restriction is not necessary.
Let E be the extension field obtained by adjoining to F an elem ent of m ulti­
plicative order exp A . Then of course the field E is a Galois extension of F and 
a splitting field for both of A and N . Let T denote the Galois group Gal ( E| F) .
G9
For our purpose we need to recall the behaviour of irreducible modules under 
extension of the ground field [see Huppert and Blackburn (1982, Theorem VII.1.8, 
Theorem VII.1.18)]. For each irreducible FG-module V , the isomorphism types 
of the irreducible constituents of the EG-module V E := V  ®f E form a (single, 
complete) T-orbit. On the other hand, every irreducible EG-module X  deter­
mines exactly one isomorphism type of irreducible FG-modules V  such that X  
is isomorphic to an irreducible constituent of V E. It follows that two irreducible 
FG-modules Vi and V2 are isomorphic if some irreducible constituent of the EG- 
modules ViE is T-conjugate to some irreducible constituent of the EG-module 
V E. We shall also need that if V is an FG-module such that V E is completely 
reducible, then V  itself is completely reducible.
Given W  E Irrf N  with coreckerW  = 1, we want to prove that W |  is 
completely reducible and its irreducible constituents are pairwise isomorphic. We 
know that W E = ®[=1 Wi where the Wi are pairwise T-conjugate irreducible 
EiV-modules with corec ker Wi = 1. We also know that Wi\G = V{ ® • • • 0 K, for 
some V{ in IrreG with ker V* =  1 : the Vi are pairwise T-conjugate [if W? = Wj 
for some 7 6 T, then V;7© - . .© ^  “  (Wi]Gy  “  (W?)]G S  W tfG = ^•©•••©Vi , 
so by the Krull-Schmidt Theorem, V? = Vj\. Therefore we have
{ w f ) E = ©J=1 WitG =  QUAK © • • • © V).
So (kVj'G)E is completely reducible and its irreducible constituents are pairwise 
T-conjugate and hence W ] G is also completely reducible. Let U\ and U2 be irre­
ducible constituents of W ] G. Then UE and UE are direct summands of (W |G)E, 
so their irreducible constituents are also irreducible constituents of (W |G)E; thus 
an irreducible constituent of UE is T-conjugate to an irreducible constituent of 
UE, so Ui = U2. □
R em ark One may note that the proof and the theorem hold for every meta- 
cyclic group G such that [Fit G : A\ > \A : Z (F itG )|. These groups include the 
symmetric group 63, the dihedral group D$ and the quaternion group Qg.
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4.5  C onjugacy o f m et acyclic  linear groups
In this section, we apply the correspondence theorem obtained in the previous 
section to solve the linear isomorphism problem for abstractly isomorphic meta- 
cyclic irreducible F-linear groups. For this purpose, we change the point of view 
from modules to representations, but we will use the same notation established 
in the previous section.
We have already shown that in a general linear group all isomorphic cyclic 
irreducible subgroups of a given order are conjugate. For a prime p which is 
not equal to the characteristic of F, Conlon (1976, 1977) also showed that two 
nonabelian finite p-subgroups of GL(p, F) are conjugate in GL(p, F) if and only 
if they axe isomorphic as abstract groups. The analogue of this is not true for our 
case. Consider GL(3,7) and take a generator of a cyclic irreducible subgroup of 
order (73 —1)/2; write b for it. Then the cyclic group is normalized by an element 
a of order 3 in GL(3, 7). The action of a on 6 is given by ba = b7. We can easily 
show that the two irreducible subgroups (a&19,69) and (a2619,69) are isomorphic 
as abstract groups. One may apply the general results in the next chapter to 
show that the two subgroups are not conjugate in GL(3,7).
We now turn to the general situation. Let G be a metacyclic groups of odd 
order. The automorphism group Aut G acts on the set [IrrpG] in a natural 
way [see Section 2.3]. A basic result [see Theorem 2.3.2] shows that there is a 
natural one-to-one correspondence between the set of orbits under this action 
and that of all linear isomorphism types of irreducible F-linear groups that axe 
abstractly isomorphic to G. Expressed differently: two equivalence types of 
faithful irreducible F-representations belong to the same Aut G-orbit if and only 
if the images of the two representations axe linearly isomorphic.
Let A" be a characteristic subgroup of G which contains Z{Y\tG).  The 
automorphism group Aut G also acts on [IrrpA] in a natural manner, induc­
ing the same group of permutations of this set as (Aut (j)ijv in natural 
action. Let v be an irreducible F-representation of N  with coreckerz/ =  1.
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Then v]G = p ® ••• ® p by Theorem 4.4.2. Since [(^a) tG] =  [(^1°)“] f°r every 
a  6 Aut G, the Aut G-orbit of [v] determines the Aut G-orbit of [p] and vice 
versa. This gives a bijection between [IrrpiV]/Aut G and [IrrpG]/Aut G.
We have proved the following theorem.
T heorem  4.5.1 Let a and p be faithful irreducible representations of G . Lei p 
and v be irreducible constituents of aI ^ fug) and Plz(FitG)> respectively. Then 
the F -linear groups Gcr and Gp are linearly isomorphic if  and only if [p] and [v\ 
are in the same orbit of the natural action of (Aut G )jZ(FitG) on [IrrpZ(Fit G)].
R em ark When the field F has nonzero characteristic, the degrees of the 
faithful irreducible F-representations of a given metacyclic group G are all the 
same; then each linear isomorphism type of irreducible F-linear groups abstractly 
isomorphic to G has representatives among the subgroups of one general linear 
group. So in this case one may replace the term ‘linearly isomorphic’ with ‘con­
jugate in G L(n,F)’ where n is the common degree of the faithful irreducible 
representations of G.
Exam ple Let p be an odd prime which is not equal to the characteristic of 
F. Then by Lemma 2.2.2(h), Theorem 3.1.4 and Theorem 4.2.7, every noncyclic 
metacyclic p-group with at least one faithful irreducible F -representation has a 
presentation of the form
P  = ( a ,6 I ap° = ( / ,  = 1, 6“ = 61+p1 )
where a, ^ 3,7 ,8 are integers such that c t > ß > ' y  = 8>  1 .
Then P' = (bP7) and Z(P) = (ap^ ), so |P '| = pß and \Z(P)\ = pa~P+5. Since 
P  is regular, (at&J)p” = axpUlPpn for all integers i , j ,n  with n > ß.
We consider the automorphisms of P and their restrictions to the centre 
Z(P).  Let K  be the subgroup generated by b and let
A ( K ):=  { x € P : y x = y 1+p\
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Then A(K) = aCp(K). Let N  be the set of all automorphisms 9 of P such that 
K9 = K . Then N  is a subgroup of Aut P . The map
a h-> x, b t—> y
defines an automorphism in N  if and only if x E A(K),  (y) = K  and xp° = .
Define
K, := {KO : 9 £ AutP}.
Then |Aut P\ = |AT||/C|.
Let r, s, t  be integers such that
0 < r < pa- ß, l < s <  1 < t <  / + 6.
The map
o 6 I-* 6‘
defines an automorphism in N  if and only if
gcd(p, t) = 1 , (3 — l)pa~ß = t — 1 mod p6.
In this case, the automorphism so defined is denoted by Conversely, let 9
be an automorphism in N. Then a9 E aCp(AT). Since Cp(K) = (a?**,6), we have 
a9 — a1+rpßb9~l for some integers r, s such that 0 < r < pa~ß and 1 < s < jp+s. 
Obviously b9 = bl for some integer t with 1 < t < p^+s. Therefore, N  consists 
of the automorphisms 9r}3tt with the above conditions.
Consider the case when a = ß > ' f  = 6 > l .  In this Ccise we shall show that 
all irreducible F-linear groups isomorphic to P as abstract groups are linearly 
isomorphic. By Theorem 4.5.1, it suffices to show that Aut Z(P)  = (Aut P)iz(p)- 
In this case,
N  = {90}»,t : 1 < s < pß+\  1 < t < pP+s, gcd(p, t) = 1, s = t mod p6}. 
Therefore, we have \N\ = (p— l)p2ß+6~l . On the other hand,
K.Az(P)  = 1 z(P) <=> ^
<=> btpß = bpß
<=> t = 1 mod ps.
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So we have
mziP)\ = (p- i )p2/3+{- 1/p2'’ = (p-i)?4- 1 = iAut 2(p)i, 
that is, Aut Z(P) = (A u tP ) |Z(P).
The general phenomenon is not always as good as the above case. We con­
sider the case when a > ß > i  = 6 > l .  In this case P ' properly contains 
S  fl K . Let 9 be an automorphism of P . Then K9  is a cyclic normal subgroup 
such that P/(K9)  is cyclic and \K0\ — \K\. Since K9  contains P ', we have 
S  fl (KO) = S  fl A, so P = S(K9).  Therefore K9/P'  is a direct complement of 
SP' /P'  in P /P '.  Conversely, if Y  is a direct complement of SP ' /P '  in P /P 7, 
then P  =  S Y  is a standard metacyclic factorization [see Chapter 3], so there exist 
generators x and y of S and Y , respectively, which satisfy the defining relations 
of P . Then a h-p x , 6 »-> y defines an automorphism of P  and so Y  6 K.  There 
are exactly |Hom(Pr/P', 5 P 7/P 7)| different Y.  Consequently, |/C| = p 1. There 
exist precisely p2f3+6 different pairs of integers s and t satisfying
1 < s < p/3+<5, 1 < t < gcd(p, t) =  1 and (s—l)pa~(3 = t — 1 mod p6.
So I Aut PI = pa+ß+i+6 m it follows that Aut P is a p-group and hence it is impos­
sible to have Aut Z(P)  = (Aut P )lz(P). Thus at least when F is a splitting field 
for Z(P),  we have irreducible F-linear groups that are not linearly isomorphic 
but isomorphic to P  as abstract groups.
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Chapter 5
M etacyclic prim itive linear 
groups
In this chapter we shall attempt to enumerate all metacyclic primitive subgroups 
of the general linear groups over a finite field up to conjugacy (for some related 
terminology and basic concepts for primitive linear groups, see Section 2.5). The 
approach we adopt here is completely different from that of the previous chapter. 
In the previous chapter, we were mostly concerned with representations of meta­
cyclic groups to derive somewhat conceptual results. In this chapter, we deal 
with subgroups of general linear groups rather directly without reference to rep­
resentations. This approach will enable us to list a complete and irredundant set 
of representatives of the linear isomorphism types of metacyclic primitive linear 
groups of odd prime-power degree over a finite field.
Theorem 5.3.1 in Short (1990) says that every abelian-by-nilpotent primitive 
linear group over a finite field normalizes a large cyclic irreducible group which is 
called a ‘Singer cycle’. This fact reduces our problem to that of determining, up 
to linear isomorphism, the metacyclic primitive subgroups of the normalizer of a 
Singer cycle. The normalizer of a Singer cycle turns out to be a maximal soluble 
irreducible subgroup of the general linear group. Short determined all primitive 
subgroups of the normalizer of a Singer cycle of prime degree [see Short (1990,
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Chapter 4)]. Our result generalizes Short’s result to the case of odd prime-power 
degree.
5.1 Prim itivity of cyclic subgroups
In this section we derive criteria for irreducibility and imprimitivity of a cyclic 
subgroup of the general linear group GL(n, F) for a finite field F of order pk . Let 
V  be the natural module for GL(n, F) and let C be a cyclic group in GL(n, F).
We first consider the structure of the F-linear span of C in EndpV' when C 
is irreducible in GL(n, F). Set E := EndpcV. Since C is irreducible, E is a 
finite division ring, that is, a finite field. The F-linear span of C of EndpV” is a 
subring of the finite field E , so it is also a field.
The following result is now obvious from the fact that V  is irreducible for a 
group if and only if V  is irreducible for the F-linear span of it.
Lem m a 5.1.1 A cyclic subgroup C in GL(n, F) is irreducible if and only if the 
F -linear span of C is a field of order |F |n .
The following result is an immediate consequence of the above lemma. Note 
that every cyclic irreducible subgroup of GL(n,pk) is a subgroup of a cyclic 
irreducible subgroup of order p ^  — l  (namely, the nonzero elements of the F- 
linear span).
Lem m a 5.1.2 Let C be a subgroup in a cyclic irreducible subgroup of order 
p*”—1. Then C is irreducible if and only if for every prime divisor q of n, the 
order of C does not divide 1.
We then have a criterion for imprimitivity of cyclic irreducible subgroups.
Lem m a 5.1.3 Let C be a cyclic irreducible subgroup of GL(n,pk) . Then C is 
imprimitive if and only if its order divides q(pkn/q — 1) for some prime divisor q 
of( \C\ ,n) .
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Proof Suppose that C is imprimitive. Then there exists a proper subgroup 
D and a faithful irreducible module U for D such that U]C = V. Then 
n =  \C:D\dimU and hence for any prime divisor q of \C:D\ we have Cq > D and 
V = (U]c ')]c . Therefore, U \c' must be faithful irreducible for Cq of dimension 
n/q.  So \Cq\ divides —1, that is \C\ divides q(pkn q^—l ) .
Conversely, let q be a prime divisor of n such that |C| divides q(pkn q^—1). 
Then the dimension of any irreducible FC9-module is at most n/q.  If U is an 
irreducible submodule of V [Ci, then V  < U]C; we have dimU > n/q. Thus 
dimU = n/q and hence V — U]c follows, as required. □
5.2 R ed u ction  T heorem s
In this section, we investigate some results which enable us to reduce our problem 
considerably.
Lem m a 5.2.1 Let G = Q k R be a finite group with (|Q|, \R\) = 1. Then every 
subgroup of G is conjugate to a subgroup of the form M N  with M < Q and 
N  < R.
Proof Let H be any subgroup of G and 7r the set of the prime divisors of the 
order of Q. Since
H/(HnR) = HR/R < G/R  £* Q,
the index of H 0  R in H is relatively prime to the order of H f l  R . Therefore, the 
subgroup H f l R is the normal Hall 7r'-subgroup of H . By the Schur-Zassenhaus 
Theorem, there exists a complement X  to H D R in i f ,  so that H = X(HC\R). 
The 7T-subgroup X  is contained in a G-conjugate of Q , so X g < Q for some g in 
G.  Let M = X°  and N = {RnH)a. Then M  < Q, N  < R, and Ha = MN.  □
We now consider general linear groups. In what follows, let F be a finite field 
with pk elements for a prime p.
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Let G be a metacyclic primitive subgroup of GL(n, F), K  a fixed cyclic 
normal subgroup of G sucb that G /K  is cyclic, and A  := Cq(K ). Let V  be the 
natural module for GL(n, F) and let W  be an irreducible submodule of V [A. 
Then of course V  is a faithful irreducible FG-module and the inertia group T  of 
W  is equal to G itself since G is primitive. Theorem 4.2.4(ii) with T = G shows 
that V [A = W . So A is irreducible on V, acting faithfully and hence A is in fact 
a cyclic group whose F -linear span is a field of order p*"1. Of course A is normal 
in G. It also follows that G normalizes the linear F-span E of A, and thus it 
normalizes the cyclic irreducible subgroup Ex of order pkn — 1 in GL(n, F).
Thus we have proved an important reduction theorem. This result weis also 
known in a more general form by L.G. Kovacs [see Short (1990, Theorem 5.3.1)].
Theorem 5.2.2 If G is a metacyclic primitive subgroup of the general linear 
group GL(n, F) over a finite field F, then G normalizes a cyclic irreducible sub­
group of order pkn — 1.
Let 7C be the set of all prime divisors of n . Let Y be a fixed cyclic irreducible 
subgroup of order pkn —  1 and let T be the normalizer of Y . Then V = X  k  Y  for 
some cyclic subgroup X  of order n [see Theorem 2.5.2]. The generators x and 
y of X  and Y, respectively, satisfy the following relations:
zn = l, = =
Note that the subgroup of order pk — 1 in Y  is the scalar subgroup of GL(n, F).
Let Q be the semidirect product of X  and the Hall 7r-subgroup of Y, and let 
R  be the normal Hall x'-subgroup of Y . Then Q is a Hall 7r-subgroup of T and 
R is the cyclic normal Hall 7r'-subgroup of T . The group T is also the semidirect 
product of Q and R. In fact, T is determined up to conjugacy by GL(n,F) 
(see Theorem 4.1.3). In other words, the conjugacy class of V in GL(n, F) is 
independent of the choice of Y, so we may fix the choice of Y.
The following corollary now follows from Lemma 5.2.1 and Theorem 5.2.2.
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Corollary 5.2.3 Every metacyclic primitive subgroup is conjugate to a subgroup 
of the form M N  where M  < Q and N  < R.
The above corollary indicates that we only need to consider subgroups of the 
form M N  in V to list complete and irredundant representatives of GL(n, F)- 
conjugacy classes of the metacyclic primitive subgroups of GL(n,F).
We shall investigate primitivity of subgroups of T , the normalizer of a cyclic 
irreducible subgroup of order p ^ —l in the general linear group GL(n, F) over a 
finite field F, when n is a power of an odd prime.
Theorem 5.2.4 Let G = M N  be a subgroup of T for some M in Q and N  in 
R . I f  the degree n is a power of an odd prime, then
G is primitive if and only if N  is irreducible.
Proof Let q be the unique prime divisor of n. First we suppose that N  is 
irreducible. Then from Lemma 5.1.2, \N\ does not divide 1 and thus \N\
does not divide qijp1™^—1) since (q, \N\) = 1. It follows from Lemma 5.1.3 that 
N  is primitive and therefore so is G.
Conversely, suppose G is primitive. Since every group having a primitive 
subgroup is again primitive, without loss of generality, we assume that G = Q N . 
We only need to show that N  is irreducible. For the purpose we divide the 
problem into two cases.
Case 1. q divides pk — 1 :
In this case Q fl Y  is nontrivial, so the g-group Q = X  k (Qny) is a noncyclic 
metacyclic group. Since q is an odd prime, the subgroup is isomorphic to
C(fl)xCfo).
Suppose N  is reducible. Then \N\ divides pkn/q — 1 and hence xn/q acts 
trivially on TV". It follows from lli(Q) < (xn/q,y) that Oi((J) acts trivially on N.  
Therefore &i(Q) x N  is a noncyclic abelian normal subgroup of the metacyclic 
primitive group G . This violates the result of Theorem 2.5.1, so N  is irreducible. 
Case 2. q does not divide pk — 1 :
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By Fermat’s Little Theorem, the prime q does not divide p*” —1. Thus Q =  X , so 
G = XiV is a metacyclic factorization. Define A  := Cq(N).  Then A = Cx(N)N.  
Since G is primitive, Theorem 4.2.4 yields that A is irreducible and so cyclic. It 
follows from Lemma 5.1.1 that |j4| divides p*"—1. So the order of Cx(N)  should 
divide the g7-number p*"1—1. However Cx(N)  is a g-group and hence A = N,  
which implies that N  is irreducible. □
The following theorem shows that the conjugacy problem of primitive meta­
cyclic subgroups of GL(n, F) can be reduced to the Q-conjugacy problem of the 
subgroups of Q when the degree n is a power of odd prime.
Theorem 5.2.5 Let G; = M{N{, i = 1,2, be metacyclic primitive subgroups 
such that Mi < Q and Ni < R. If n is a power of an odd prime, then G\ and 
G2 are conjugate in GL(n, F) if and only if Mi and M2 are conjugate in Q and 
Ni = N2.
Proof Since the ‘if’ part of the claim is obvious, it only remains to show the ‘only 
if’ part. Suppose that G\ and G2 are conjugate by an element g in GL(n,F); 
then G{ = G2. The subgroups N\ and N2 are the Hall x'-subgroups of G\ and 
G2, respectively, and then N\ and N2 are cyclic subgroups of the same order in 
the cyclic subgroup R. It follows easily that N2 = N2; we denote this common 
subgroup by N .
Since N  is the normal Hall x'-subgroup of both G\ and G2, it is invariant 
under the conjugation action of g , that is, N° = N . Then g normalizes N . 
By the previous theorem, N  is irreducible; thus Theorem 2.5.2 yields that g is 
contained in T.
The subgroups Mf and M2 are Hall x-subgroups of M2N2. Hence M\ is 
conjugate to M2 in T. Therefore M\R  is conjugate to M2R  in Q k R.  It follows 
that M\  is conjugate to M2 in Q. □
We finally summarize an immediate consequence of the above observation for 
the general linear groups of odd prime-power degree.
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Corollary 5.2.6 Let A4 be a complete set of representatives of all Q -conjugacy 
classes of subgroups of Q , and let AT be the set of all irreducible subgroups of 
R, as determined by Lemma 5.1.2. I f the degree n is a power of an odd prime, 
then the set {M N  : M  (E A4, N  £ AT} is a complete set of representatives of all 
conjugacy classes of metacyclic primitive subgroups of GL(n, F).
5.3 Q -conjugacy o f subgroups o f Q
In this section we shall explore the Q-conjugacy of subgroups of Q . By virtue of 
the reduction theorems in the previous section, the determination of Q -conjugacy 
of subgroups of Q completes our task.
We first determine all subgroups of Q. We know that Q is a semidirect 
product of two cyclic subgroups A and B : in fact, B  is the normal Hall x- 
subgroup of the cyclic irreducible subgroup Y  and A is a cyclic subgroup of 
order n . Let C and D be any subgroups of A and B , respectively.
It is necessary to have some knowledge on the theory of group extensions. For 
the general background, see Robinson (1982) or Robinson (1981).
A derivation from C to 5 /D  is a map 8 : C — ► B / D such that
(gh)S =  (
for all <7, h in C. The set Der(C,B/D)  of all such maps becomes an abelian 
group with a natural addition defined by
</(£i +  £2) =  ghigbi-
To each v in B  / D the map defined by
g 1— » v{g~lv~lg)
is a derivation. These inner derivations form a subgroup Ider(C,B/D)  in 
Der(C,B/D) .  The corresponding factor group H l (C,B/D)  is in fact the first 
cohomology group of C with coefficients in B / D.
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For every derivation 8 in Der(C, B / D ) , we define
[C,D,S\ : = { c b : c 8  =  bD , c <E C}.
Then [C, D,8]  is a group. In fact, as is well known, the set
{ [C, D,8]:  8 e  Der(C, B /D ) }
is the set of all subgroups H  such that H B  =  C B  and H  D B  =  D, and the map 
8 i—> [C,D,8\  is a bijection between Der( C , B / D )  and this set.
On the other hand, let H  be any subgroup of the group Q =  A k  B . Set 
D  =  H  D B  and C =  A D H B . Since H B  — C B   ^ there exists a derivation 8 in 
Der( C , B / D )  such that H =  [C, D,8).  Thus we have shown that every subgroup 
of Q can be realized as above.
Set
D(0 ) =  | j {  Der(C, B / D) : C < A, D <  B  }
and
S (Q) =  {[C, B,8]:  C < A , D  < B , 8  € Der(C, B / D ) } .
Then the following result is immediate from the above observation.
L em m a 5.3.1 S(Q)  is the set of all subgroups of Q and 8 > [C, D,8] is a
bijection from  D(Q) to S(Q).
We now consider the conjugacy problem of subgroups of Q .
L em m a 5.3.2 Let [Ci,Di,8i] € S(Q ),i =  1 ,2 . If [Ci, <^ i] and [C*2 ,D 2,^2] 
are conjugate in Q , then C\ =  C2 and D\ =  D 2.
P ro o f Define id; =  for i =  1,2. Then
Hi D B =  Di and Hi/Di  =  C{.
Moreover the Di are normal in Q.  So Hf =  H2, g E Q implies that
D 1 =  D{  =  H{  fl B  =  H2 n B  =  Z>2
and hence that Ci and C2 are isomorphic subgroups of the cyclic group A\  thus
C1 =  C2. □
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The following lemma, which is well known, is useful to determine conjugacy.
Lemma 5.3.3 Let [C ,D ,8{\,i = 1,2 be subgroups in S(Q) and set L := C B . 
Then [C, D ,8f\ is conjugate to [C, D ,82] by an element o f B  i f  and only i f  81—82 
is an inner derivation from  C to B / D ;  thus there is a bijection between the set 
o f L-conjugacy classes of all subgroups H  such that H B  = L , H C \ B  = D on the 
one hand, and the quotient group H l ( C , B / D )  on the other.
The above lemma does not reveal a complete solution for the Q -conjugacy 
problem, but does so for the L-conjugacy problem. To solve the Q -conjugacy 
problem of Q , we here investigate the natural action of A  on H l (C, B / D ) .
Let A  = (x ) and for any 6 6 Der( C , B / D) ,  we define 8X as the function 
which maps c to (c£)x, for every c £ C . Note that 8 t—> 8X is an automor­
phism of Der(C, B / D )  with 8X = pk8 . So the map induces a natural action 
of A  on Der(C, B / D ) .  This shows that Der( C , B / D )  is an ^4-module. Since 
Ider(C, B / D )  is a submodule, the quotient H l ( C , B / D )  is also an ^4-module. 
We then prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3.4 [C, D , 8\] is conjugate to [C, D ,82] by an element in Q if  and 
only i f  81 -f- Ider( C , B / D )  and 82 + Ider(C, B / D )  are in the same orbit of the 
natural action o f A  on H l ( C , B / D ) .
Proof Let 8 be a derivation in Der( C , B / D ) .  First we will verify that [C,D,8] 
is conjugate to [C, D,  £2] by an element of A  if and only if 8 and 82 are in the 
same A-orbit in Der((7, B / D ) .  In fact,
[C, D, 8}a = {caba :c8 = bD , c £ C }
= {cba) : c8a = baD , c e C }
= [C,D,8a]
for every a £ A.  So [C, D,8]a = [C,D,82] if and only if 8a = 82; thus the above 
fact follows.
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We also know from Lemma 5.3.3 that [C, D , <y is conjugate to [C, D , £] by 
an element of B  if and only if
81 + Ider(C, B/D)  = 8 +  Ider(C, B/D).
The result of the lemma follows from the fact that [C, Z),£i] is conjugate to 
[C, D,82] by an element of Q if and only if there exists a 8 in Der(C,B/D)  
such that [C, D, #i] is conjugate to [C, D, £] by an element of B  and [C, D , £] is 
conjugate to [C, D,82] by an element of A. □
Since the generator x of A acts on H l (C ,B /D ) as the pk-th powering map, 
we immediately have the following result.
Corollary 5.3.5 [C, D ,8\] is conjugate to [C, D, 82] by an element in Q if and 
only if 8i + Ider(C, B/D )  = pkr82 + Ider(C,B/D) for some integer r such that 
1 < r < \A/C\.
Now we only need to calculate the derivations, the inner derivations and the 
quotients. Let (f> be the endomorphism of B /D  defined by bD b*D where
/  = — l) /(pk\A:C\— 1). An element of B /D  is the image of a generator of
C under some derivation C — » B /D  ii and only if that element lies in ker^>; 
once we know how a derivation acts on a given generator of C , there is no doubt 
how it must act on the other elements of C ; hence Der(C,B/D)  is A-isomorphic 
to ker<^ >. This isomorphism maps Ider(C, B/D)  onto [C,B/D]. Since B /D  is 
cyclic, the subgroups ker<^> and [C,B/D] are also cyclic. It now follows that 
Der(C, B/D),  Ider(C, B/D)  and the quotient H l (C,B/D)  are all cyclic. It is 
now sufficient to know the orders of the groups only. We list the orders here.
Lemma 5.3.6
(i) |Der(C, B/D)\  =  |ker^| = gcd(|B /ö |,
(Ü) |Ider (C,B/D)\  = ^ B i % % c \ „ i y
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5.4 L isting  P rob lem
Let a and b be fixed generators of A and B , respectively, chosen so that ba — bpk. 
To list the subgroups C of A is a simple matter: set C = (au) with u rang­
ing through all positive divisors of \A\, noting that \A/C\ = u. Similarly, the 
subgroups D of B  are the (bv) with v | |J?|, and \B/ D\ =  v. Having chosen 
u and v (that is , C and D) in this manner, we aim to list first all derivations 
8 : C — ♦ B /D .  Using Lemma 5.3.6, calculate m  — m(u,v) := |B /D  : ker<£|; 
then ker^> = (6mD); to each integer i there is a unique derivation 8 with 
au8 = 6m*D, and each derivation 8 : C — > B /D  arises in this way. If au8 = bmtD 
then the subgroup [C, D,8] is (au6m*,6w): we shall denote this group here by 
G(u,t;,z), or simply by G(i) when u and v are kept fixed for the time being. 
The subgroups G(u,vyi) are then precisely the subgroups H  with AC\HB = (a11),
H C i B =  ( bv >.
Using Lemma 5.3.6 as well, calculate h = h(u,v) := \Hl (C, B / D)\; from the 
foregoing we know that G(u,v,i) = G(u',v\i ')  if and only if u = u \  v = v', and 
i = i' mod v /m .  From Lemma 5.3.1, therefore the G(u,v,i) with 1 < i < v /m  
are pairwise distinct, and each subgroup of Q is of this form. We also know 
from Corollary 5.3.5 that G(u,v,i) is conjugate in Q to G(u,v,j)  if and only 
if ipkr =  j  mod h(u,v) for some r with 1 < r < u. Using this, we may write 
a simple algorithm to produce a list C = £(u,v) of integers i which provide a 
complete set of representatives of conjugacy classes of {Cr(i) : i £ Z, 1 < i < h } .
Step 1) set i =  1 and C = 0 
Step 2) compute iph,ipk2, ...,ipku
Step 3) if one of these is congruent modulo h to an element of C, 
replace i by i -f 1
else replace £  by £ U {i} and replace i by i -f 1 
Step 4) if i > h, stop and print £  
else go to Step 2.
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From Lemma 5.3.1, the set
{G (u,v,i) : u I |j4|, v  | \B\, i € C (u,v)}
is a complete and irredundant set of representatives of the Q-conjugacy classes 
of the subgroups of Q .
When the degree n is a power of an odd prime q (equivalently, Q is a q- 
group), we can explicitly list a complete and irredundant set of representatives 
of Q-conjugacy classes of subgroups of Q . We discuss this for the remainder of 
this section. If Q is cyclic, the problem is a trivial matter and so we assume Q 
is not cyclic, or equivalently q divides pk—1.
For this purpose we have to observe how the conjugacy depends on the pa­
rameter i when the other parameters are fixed. We first state an immediate 
consequence of Corollary 5.3.5.
Lem m a 5.4.1 (i) The length of the A-orbit containing v 4 Ider(C,B/D)  i3 
Ipk mod d\, where d is the order of v 4  Ider(C,B/D)  in H l (C,B/D) .
(ii) There are exactly
Y  Y  vjd)
C<A,D<B d\\H'{C,B/D)\ ^  m 0 (^
Q -conjugacy classes of subgroups of Q .
Then we prove the following lemma.
Lem m a 5.4.2 Suppose Q is a q-group for some odd prime q. Then G(i) is 
conjugate to G (j) if and only if (q-component of i) = (q-component of j)  and 
(q'-component of i) = (q'-component of j)  mod gcdfp* —l,d) where d is the quo­
tient of h by the common q-component of i and j .
P ro o f Let s(i) be the g'-component of i and t[i) be the g-component of i. From 
Corollary 5.3.5, we know that the two groups are conjugate in Q if and only if
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» =  p r j  mod h for some integer r . Therefore if the two groups are conjugate in 
Q , then t(i) = t(j).  Then
So
s(i) — s(j) =  (pkr—l)s(j) mod d. 
s(i) =  s(j) mod {pk — l,d).
Thus there are at least <p(gcd(pk — 1, d)) different Q-conjugacy classes of sub­
groups with the fixed parameters G(i) with t(i) = h/d. But from Lemma 5.4.1, 
there are precisely (p(d)/\pk mod d\ different Q-conjugacy classes of such sub­
groups. It is routine to show that the number is exactly equal to (p(gcd(pk — 1, d)). 
So the lemma is now proved. □
C orollary 5.4.3 Suppose n is a power of an odd prime q. Let r be the q- 
component of pk — 1. Define h = h(u,v) := min(n/u, nr/v , ru, u) and define 
m — m(u,v) := max(l, ttv /n ). Then the set
{ (au6m*t, bv) : 1 < s, £, u, v € Z, u | n, v | nr, t | h, s < [pk — 1, h/t), (s, q) = 1}
is a complete and irredundant set of representatives of the Q -conjugacy classes 
of subgroups of Q .
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C h ap ter 6
C onclu sion
- tow ards an algorithm
Our motivation was to have an algorithm for generating computer libraries of 
finite soluble primitive permutation groups with metacyclic point stabilizers. A 
classical result, essentially due to Galois [see Huppert (1967, Theorem II.3.2)], 
shows that the permutation isomorphism types of finite soluble primitive per­
mutation groups correspond one-to-one to the linear isomorphism types of finite 
soluble irreducible linear groups over finite prime fields. This result reduces the 
problem to that of determining the irreducible metacyclic subgroups of the gen­
eral linear groups over finite prime fields. In this point of view, we are interested 
in fisting representatives of the conjugacy classes of metacyclic irreducible sub­
groups of the general linear group GT(n,F) over a finite field F. We conclude 
with some comments on this fine.
In Chapter 3 we discussed the abstract isomorphism types of metacyclic 
groups of odd order. The results are explicit enough to give a practiced algo­
rithm to fist complete and irredundant sets of representatives of the isomorphism 
types of all metacyclic groups of odd order. Chapter 4 provides some theoretical 
basis to determine the linear isomorphism types of the images of the faithful ir­
reducible representations of a given metacyclic group of odd order. Utilizing the
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results in the two chapters, it may be possible to design a practical algorithm to 
list representatives of the conjugacy classes of metacyclic irreducible subgroups 
of odd order in GL(n, F).
The algorithm would be composed of the following processes.
Produce a complete and irredundant list C of representatives of the abstract iso­
morphism types of metacyclic irreducible subgroups of odd order in G L (n ,F ).
Construct the equivalence classes of irreducible representations of Z ( F ) with 
core-free kernel of each metacyclic group G in the list C.
Determine the (Aut G01z(F)-orbits of the equivalence classes obtained in the 
second process for each G on the list C.
Calculate one irreducible constituent of the induced representation AfG of one 
representative A of each orbit in the third process for each G in the list C.
List the images of the irreducible constituents obtained in the above process.
Theorem 4.5.1 guarantees that the list obtained in the last process is a com­
plete and irredundant list of representatives of the linear isomorphism types of 
all metacyclic irreducible subgroups GL(n,F).
In order to carry out each process, we need to know how to calculate explicitly 
the following, for each relevant group G .
The centre Z(G).
The Fitting subgroup F  and its centre Z(F).
The core-free subgroups L of Z(F)  with cyclic quotient.
The restriction of the automorphism group, (Aut G)[Z(Fy
For the first process, we can explicitly choose an ‘initial list’ containing exactly 
one representative from each isomorphism type of metacyclic group of odd order, 
up to some limit of orders, in terms of our standard presentations discussed in
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Chapter 3, or in terms of the corresponding metacyclic presentations indicated 
in Remark 3.4.2. We may choose the initial list so that it includes only those 
groups of order at most n(|F |n—l)2, which is an upper bound of the orders of 
those subgroups in GL(n, F). Using the results of Section 4.2 and Section 4.3, we 
can then choose those groups from the initial list which have faithful irreducible 
representations of the degree n.
In the second process, to construct equivalence types of irreducible represen­
tations of the centre of the Fitting subgroup with core-free kernel, we need to 
determine all core-free subgroups of Z(F)  with cyclic quotient. Then we can 
mahe use of the representation theory of finite cyclic groups to determine the 
equivalence types of relevant irreducible representations of the centre of the Fit­
ting subgroup. For the third process, it is necessary to calculate (Aut G)lz^ . 
General algorithms for computing automorphism groups would not be efficient 
here, but at this stage, we have not explored how one might take advantage of 
special features (such as the metacyclic nature of G) in computing (Aut G)[z F^y 
The fourth process, as described, would involve finding an irreducible constituent 
of an induced representation. Again, using a general program of this kind is 
unlikely to be an efficient way; one should seek to exploit special features. (For 
example, if the field is large enough, the problem is very easy because of Corol­
lary 4.2.3, so it may be better to proceed via changing fields.)
The possible steps listed here indicate our state of knowledge at the time of 
writing; many of the steps have not been explored at all, and we do not know 
which will be hard and which may be easy.
An alternative approach may be to write metacyclic irreducible subgroups 
directly by an internal way. In fact every metacyclic irreducible linear group of a 
given degree n is linearly isomorphic to a subgroup of a certain wreath product 
of a metacyclic primitive linear group of degree m  for some positive divisor m 
of n and a metacyclic transitive subgroup of a symmetric group of degree n/ra, 
which is embedded in the general linear group in a natural way. For relatively
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small degrees, it might be possible to reach the goal by investigating the sub­
groups in question of such wreath products. Short (1990) succeeded in listing 
all irreducible soluble subgroups of GL(n,p) with pn < 256 by this approach. 
As we have shown in Chapter 5, if we are only interested in metacyclic primi­
tive linear groups, this direct approach is the more economical. However, this 
approach is unlikely to produce a complete list of the linear isomorphism types 
of all metacyclic irreducible subgroups of GL(n,p) in general, because of the 
gradually increasing complexity of the groups concerned.
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List o f  n o ta tio n
z set of all integers
F* multiplicative group of nonzero elements of a field F
Fp prime field of order p
1*1 cardinality of X
a | b a divides b
(a\b) (see Notation 3.4.1)
a = b mod rn m  divides a — b
|r mod m\ multiplicative order of r  mod m  (see Section 1.3)
(a, 6), gcd(a, b) greatest common divisor of a and b
n(p) largest integer i such that p' divides n
minimal element of x ,2/,...
m a x ( i ,y , ...) maximal element of
w subgroup generated by X
C(n) cyclic group of order n
H  < G H  is a subgroup of G
N  <  G N  is a normal subgroup of G
G / N quotient of G by N
\ G : N \ index of N  in G
H K {hk  : h e  H , k  e  K }
H  x  K cartesian product/direct product of H  and K
UiGi direct product of the G{
P *<j>Q semidirect product of P  and Q (see Section 1.3)
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Z(G) centre of G
*(G ) Frattini subgroup (see Section 1.3)
ih(P) subgroup of generated by elements of order p of P
Fit G Fitting subgroup (see Section 1.3)
exp G exponent of G
corea X core of X  in G (see Section 1.3)
Aut G automorphism group of G
G al(E |F) Galois group of E over F
Horn (X ,Y) group of homomorphisms of X  into Y
c g ( H ) centralizer of H in G
N g(H) normalizer of H in G
y z x~lyx
[*.y] x~1y~1xy
IX,Y] subgroup generated by x £ X , y  G  Y
a commutator subgroup of G
cr {gn ’■ 9 £ G)
GL(V) group of invertible linear transformations of V
GL(n,  F) general linear group of degree n over F
x ° image of x under action of g
NAutp(C,) lp /c  (see Section 1.3) 
dimpV dimension of V over F
m isomorphism class of V
ker V kernel of V (see Section 2.3)
U # v outer tensor product of U and V
y © m direct sum of m  copies of V
V |G module induced to G (see Section 2.3)
Vi„ module restricted to H (see Section 2.3)
V dual module of V
EndBF R -endomorphism ring of V
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V “ conjugate of V  by a  (see Section 2.3)
M
p f
equivalence class of p 
representation induced to G
p I h representation restricted to H
W  € Irrr N (see Section 4.4)
[Irr W / H (see Section 4.4)
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